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MIDI DATA TRANSFER

based on a design by M. Schreiber

More and more musicians make use of musical instruments that
are controlled by a computer or keyboard via a MIDI cable. This
article proposes to replace that cable by an optical-fibre type.
That makes the system less vulnerable to noise signals and
increases the top speed of the serial connection to about
60 kbit S-1. The cable mayaiso be used for transferring

non-MIDI asynchronous serial data.

DIGITAL techniques have found their
way even into the world of music where

analogue information is of paramount im-
portance. Inexorably, more and more pap-
ular music is being translated into aseries
of digital commands. MIDI (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface) is the keyword
for modern musicians. Not only organs,
keyboerds. and pianos, but also guitars
and saxophones are available with the fa-
miliar 5-way DIN plug Ior the MIDI. The
interface enables the Instrument to receive
information about the keys that must be op-
erated, the vaices to be used, and the force
and speed of the key strake. The MIDI
standard stipulates that the digital infor-
mation must be interchanged between in-
struments at a speed of 32.5 kbit 5-1.
A MIDI cable usua11y consists of two

cores that together form a current loop. The
.MIDIprotocol does notprovide handshaking:
a11data are presented by the transmitter and
processed by the receiver asynchronously.
Thedata, which are transferred from trans-
mitter to receiver mo re or less con ti nu-
ously, normally contain, apart from a sta-
tus byte, one or more data bytes.
Because of the simple desigu of fhe

serial connection, it is fairly simple to
replace the current loop by an optical
link. The block schematic of a typical
system so modified is shown in Fig. 2.
Electrical digital signals are transformed
by the E-O (electrical-to-optical) con- 0
verter into light pulses that can be trans-
mitted over fairly long distances via an
optical conductor. In that conductor, the
signals lose their sharp corners, but, be-
cause of the digital nature of the infor-
mation, that does not affect the infor-
mation itself, unless the link is long. The
O-E (optical-to-electrical) converter in
the receiver transforms the light back to
electrical signals at their original quality.
The application of the circuit need not

be restricted to the transfer ofMIDI signals:
it may just as weIl be used wi th other links
operating at up to 60 kbit s-l. A few that
jump to mind are its indusion in a data
acquisition system that transmits serial
data and as a primitive connection to a
printer. Thanks to the optical-fibre cable,
data arenotor hardly mutilated even under Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the transmitter.
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the most arduous operafing conditions,

Fig. 2. Block schematic of typical system modified as described.

The electronics
The circuit of the transmitter is shown in
Fig. ] and that of the receiver in Fig. 3. The
electrical information is applied to pins 2
and 4 of connector Kj. The current flowing
in the current loop ensures tha t the LED in op-
toisolator Ie{bghts. In case of a logic 0 (neg-
ative logicon the MIDI bus), thecurrent is lim-
ited to about 5 mA by R,.
Because of the current pulses. the pho-

totransistor in Je 1cond uets and changes the
input level of Inverter Ie2a in step with
these pulses.
The signal is buffered and enhanced by

IC2a and IeZf and then converted to an ep-
tical signal by transmit diode 02 in the col-
lector eireuit of Tl. The current through O2
is limited by R3. This diode is 01 a type spe-
ciaHy designed for straightforward con-
nection to an optical-fibre cable. The 2.2 mm
thick cable fits exactly into the hollow pro-

vided in the diode.
In the receiver, p-i-n diode 03 has a simi-

lar hollow to receive the optical-fibre cable.
The frequency range over which the diode
remains usable is maximized by the nega-
tive bias obtained by connecting the eathode
to the positive supply rail.
The sensitivity of the diode is determined

by series resistor Rs. The value cf this re-
sistor should not be too high, otherwise the
resulting integrating action will adversely
affect the properties of the receiver.
High-pass filter R6--C7 suppresses noise

and other spurious signals below 50 Hz. Its
output Is buffered and amplified by T2, and
then amplified again (x10) by cascode cir-
cuit Tr T4. The advantage of a cascode cir-
cuit is that it virtually nullifies the Miller
(base-collector) capacitanee of the transistors,
thereby yielding a wide frequency range.
The Miller capacitance normally restriets the
frequency range when the transistor oper-
ates as a voltage amplifier. Here, since the
collector of amplifier T4 is coupled to the

•

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the receiver.
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earthed base circuit of T3 (very low input
impedance), the Miller capacitance of T4 is
large1y neutralized.
The design of the cascode eircuit enables

reliable reception of signals over optical-fibre
cables up to 30 m (98 It) lang.
The output of T3-T4 is applied to com-

parator IC4. This stage requires two refer-
ence voltages to convert this analogue out-
put into digital signals. Resistor R14 serves
to improve the common-mode rejection of
the IC to ensure that the comparator switches
reliably even when the level differenees are
small.
Since IC4 has an open-colleetor output, a

resistor, R4, is required from this output to
the positivesupply Une.The value of this re-
sistor determines the transition durations of
the signal. With the value shown (1 kQ), these
durations are 400 ns: they should beshort com-
pared with the period 01 the signal.
The output signal of IC4 is fed to the cus-

tomary MIDI consisting of gates ICse and
ICSf; resistors R20 and R21 determine the CUT-
rent flowing in the MIDI Ioop.

Construction & testing
The transmitter-receiver ts best constructed
on the printed-circuit board shown in Fig. 6.
Before construction is started, however, this
board should be cu t into two.
Points to watch are the wire link on the

transmitter board and the polarity of the elec-
trolytic capacitors and diedes. If YOll are not
a dyed-in-the-wool constructor, use sockets
for the ICs to be on the safe side.
Ccnnectors Kj and Kj areö-way Ollv types

which are standard far interconnections in
MIDI systems.
There are various types of transmit and

receive dlode that can be used=-see Fig. 4.
Those used in the prototype (and given in
the Parts list) can be mounted directly on
to the PCB. There are, however, other pos-
sibilities. For Instance. Ptg. 4 shows diodes
integrated in a housing, to which the opti-
cal-fibre cable is fitted, that can be mounted
directly on to the enclosure of the transmit-
ter and the teeeiver. This type is connected
to the PCB via two short lengths of wire.
There are yet other types available: see the
various mail order catalogues or ask your
local retailer.
Ta test the transmitter and receiver, a

function generator is required that can pro-
vide a square-wave voltage at a frequency
01 about 30 kHz and at a level 01around 3VPP'
Apply that signal and the generator earth
to pins 4 and 2 of K 1 respecti vel y and swi tch
on the transmitter and receiver; whereupon
the transmit LED should light. lf an oscil-
loscape ts available, check that the signal ap-
pears at the receiver output (assuming, of
course, that the transmitter and receiver
are interlinked by an optical-fibre cable). If
these test instruments are not to hand. try
the system in practice.
The absence of apower supply in the

transmitter and receiver is deliberate: after
all. most electrophonic instruments use 12V
supply lines so that 12 V will be available
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somewhere. If that is not so, use a standard
12 V mains adaptor.

Finally

attenuation of about 0.3 d B m-t, a d is-
tance of up to 30 m between transmitter
and receiver ean be spanned. Since the
system is broad-band, it ean handle sig-
nals at a considerably higher transmission
speed (up to 60 kbit 5-1) than encountered
in MIDI systems.
If the amplification of the cescode stage

is increased by reducing the value of R12, it
becomes possible to work over even greater
distances. Note, however, that dispersion
may then degrade the pulse width: a phe-
nomenon that is particu.larly noticeable in
multi-mode cables. •The design of the receiver provides com-

pensation for signallosses of up to 30 dB.
As available op tical-fibre cables have an

Fig. 4. Various transmit and receive· diodes are available. Fig. 5. The completed transmitter and receiver units.
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Fig. 6. The printed circuit board tor the transmitter and receiver should be cut into two be!ore construction is begun.

PARTS LIST R16=4.7Q 03 = SFH250
R19 =4.7 kQ T1. T3. T4 = BC550C

Resistors: R20 =220Q T2 = BF245B
R1 =220Q IC1 = CNY17
R2 = 1.8 kQ Capacitors: IC2. IC5 = 74HC04
R3=22Q C1. C6. C8. C11. C12. C14. IC3 = 7805
R4, R13 = 1 kQ C19 = 100 nF IC4 = LM311P
R5. R6 = 100 kQ C2, C4. C16, C18 = 47 ~F. 16 V. radial IC6 = 7809
R7. R21 = 470 Q C3. C5. C13. C15, C17 = 10 nF
R8 = 15 kQ C7 = 680 pF Miscellaneous:
R9, R11, R15, R17, R18. R22, C9,C10=1 nF K1, K2 = 5-way OIN socket tor PCB
R23 = 3.3 kQ mounting

R10 = 1.5 kQ Semiconductors: PCB Type 920014
R12=100Q 01 = 1N4148
R14 = 10 kQ 02 = SFH750
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THE FLAT-TOP 80 ANTENNA
An experimental design with the apartment dweller in mind

OLDER readers will rernember the origi-
nal flat-top antennas of the 1920s, 30s and

405 festooning battleships and other warships,
ocean-going passenger and cargo vessels, and
various military and civil trans-world wire-
less telegraphy beam stations. Alas, histori-
cally speaking, only a few remain.
The original Ilat-tops, back in the early days

of wireless, consisted of tWQ or more paral-
lel spaced horizontal wires with spreaders
supported between two or more tall masts.
They were usually, but not always, end-fed or
T-fed by downleads descending from each
wire and joined together and end-fed from
the transmitter.
The Flat-top SOdescribed here has the ap-

pearance of an old-tirne flat-top. but is much
smaller and electrically different in as much
as it consists of two speced horizontal wires
folded back in series, with the resulting two
ends connected to a resonator unit enabling
it to be tuned to the operating frequency
(here, the SO-meter or 3.5 MHz band)-see
Fig.l. Tt has been designed experimentally for
the3.5 MHz band for indoor use, inan apart-
ment, where normal, full-size antennas are
not a practical proposition. It can, of course,
be adapted for use in other indoor situations
or in a postage-stamp-sized outdoor back gar-
den. The principle can also be used on other
bands. Hopefully, it will encourage other ex-
perimenters to adapt the design to their par-
ticular needs and si tuations. After a11,it is easy
to use and produces quite acceptable results.

by Richard Q, Marris, G2 BZQ
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The simple configura tion of the Fla t-top 80
is shown inPig. 1and thenovel resonator unit
in Pig. 2. The two ends of the Plat-top arrive
inparallel attheresonatori.nput terminal posts.
One down-lead is connected to loading coil
L, which is tapped to form a correct 50 .Q

impedance match to the RG58 eoaxial feed-
line connected to the transmitter I reeei ver. The
other end is connected to two parallel vari-
able capacitors. Cl and C2, which tune the

antenna: Cl is a frequency marker and C2 is
the fine resonator control. For low power
transmission, these eapaeitors should be ce-
ramic-framed, air-spaced variable types such
as thejackson C809 or similar. Arrangements
are also made for a socket, SKT z. to which an
optional ground or earth connection can be
made. Few appartments, or other in-hause 10-
cations, have a sarisfactory RF ground avail-
able, but a nearby metal water piper may

SKTl
1-------------."-----------1

stand off
Insulalor

groundlng
post

Hi - i

antenna
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weil suffice. DO NOT CONNECT THE AC
MAINS TO SKT2' Note that the Flat-top 80
will work equally weIl with or without a
ground cormection.
If the Plat-top 80 is erected indoors, in the

interest of domestic household safety, only
low RF rransmitting power should be used.
The writer uses 5-10 watts CW transmitter
outpu t and achieves qui te satisfactory result..

• Construction
The antenna.
Figure 3 shows the construction of the an-
tenna, wluch consists of a total of 46 ft (14
rn) white PVC covered 7/0.2 nun stranded
wire. The insulated spacers, shown in Hg.
4, are made of white plastic sprung edging
strip obtainable from most DIY stores. White
was used throughout for spacers and wire
since it is inconspicuous against a white ceil-
tng. Thin white nylon cord supports the end
of the Flat-top 80 diagonally across the roorn.
Three 15 in (38 crn) and three 6 in (15 crn)

lang spacers are cu t as shown inFig. 4; ineach
ofthese,!wo 'It, in (1.5 rnrn) holes are drilled
V, in (12.5 mrn) inside the ends as shown (H).
Commencing at one end, the wire is fed

through the V16 in holes in the three short
and the three long spacers (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).
The sprung plastic spacers securely grip the
wire. The spacers are next adjusted by slid-
ing them along the wire to form the lengths
showninFig. 3.Thinnyloncordisfed through
the two end spacers of the horizontal sec-
tion (Fig. 4) and fastened to hooks in the di-
agonal corners of the room, leaving the 4 ft
(1.22 rn) drop down to the resonator and the
2 ft (61 crn) down at the far end. At thisstage,
the spacers can be moved slightl y on the
wires to balance up the assembly.
lf there is not sufficient space for the 16 ft

5 in (5 m) flat-top horizontal seetion, it can
beshortened as required, but the lengthof the
Iar-end drop-down seetion should be in-
creased pro-rate-more about this later.

The resonator
The prototype resonator-see Fig. 2-was
built into an aluminium box 8 in (20 cm)
long by 4 in (10 crn) wide by 2.5 in (6.5 crn)
high. The box was a double U shape with
the front, bottom and back made from one
pieceofalurrunium. Theinverted U cover slips
over this.
The size of the box is not very important,

as long as good clearance is provided for coil
L, which consists of 19 one-inch (25 mm)
dia. tumsof16 SWG(1.6mrndia) tinnedcop-
per wire with the turns spaced about %2 in
(2.5nun). The irnpedance rnatching tap on the
prototype was located 10.75tums up frorn rhe
bottomend.
The coil was supported by a 1 in ceramic

stand -off insula tor at one end and at the other
by the common grounding post formed by a
thin 1.25 in (30rnrn) long brass screw. Coaxial
socket SKT, and banana socket SKT, are fit-
ted at either end of the back as shown.
Variable capacitors Cl and C2 are fitted

directly to the front panel. Though the rotor
plates are obviously connected to the front
panel, a wire is also taken from them to the
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common grounding post to reduce possible
RF losses.
To bring the twin spaced down-leads of

the antenna through the front panel, it is
necessary to fit robust, well-insulated ter-
minal posts or sockets. In the prototype,
Areher 1.75 in (4.5 nun) nylon bindlng posts
(Tandy IRadio Shack Type 274-662) were
used. Internal unit wiring was in 16 SWG
(1.6 mrn dia) tinned copper wire with se-
curely wrapped and soldered joints to keep
potential RF losses to an absol ute minim um.

Testing & operation
Assuming that the transmitter has a pi-net-
work output, the resonator can be connected
directly to the transmitteroutput socket (2=50 Q)
via a few inches of RG58 coaxia1 cable. 1f the
transmitter does not have a pi-network out-
pot, a good T-network transmatch should be
inserted in the cable between resonator and
transrni tter.
The resonator will cover the entire

3.5-3.8 MHz (up to 4.0 MHz in some coun-
tries) band. This can be checked in the first
instance with the receiver with Cj set to min-
imum capacitance and Cl set to 3.8 MHz
(or,whereappropriate, to4.0 MHz). Rotation
of C2 then covers the whole band down to
3.5 MHz.
The impedance matehing tap on coil L

was earlier stated to beat10.75 turns up from
the common grounding post. As individ-
ual installations may vary slightly, the tap
should be tried at one or two turns higher
or lower to obtain mirumum SWR (stand-
ing-wave ratio). On the prototype, no mea-
surable harmonie radiation was detected,
nor any TVI with the rod aerial of a portable
TV close to the Hat-top.
Inoperation, the usable bandwidth isabout

60 kHz, which can be moved up or down
the band with minimurrt adjustment of res-
onator control C, withouttouching frequency

THE FLAT-TOP 80 ANTENNA

rnarkerC 1which can belocked onceset. Itwas
found that it was worth while trying to re-
verse the twin down-leads at the terminal
posts, since radiation from the flat-top is
slightly higher frorn the high-i limb-see
Fig.1.
The Flet-top 80 is quite arnenable to adap-

tation to fit the space available. Assuming it
is installed indcors, it should be slung diag-
onally across the room with the transmitter-
receiver in the corner. Thedimensionsshown
inFig. 3areas used on the prototype. However,
the length of the flat-top can be reduced to
about 12 ft 5 in (3.8 rn) if the far-end drop-
down leads are increased to about6 ft (1.8 m)
or some sirnilar arrangement. There is plenty
of scope for expenment.
[f the Flat-top 80 is to be used outdoors,

the twin down leads should arrive at the
window with the resonator located just in-
side. Outdoors, of ccurse, a higher power is
pemussfble. but it will be necessary to make
the 15 in and 6 in (38 cm and 15 crn) spacers
of more rigid insulating material, and, per-
ha ps, insert a few more spacers along the
Hat-top. If higher power is used, a lugher
working voltage may be required for Cl and
Cz, and possibly a thicker gauge of PVC cov-
ered wire. Experiment is the life blood of am-
ateur radio. •

Useful reading
Antennns, 2nd Edition, by Dr lohn D. Kraus
(McGraw-Hill International).

and if you're Jucky enough to have or find a
copy:

The Admirnlty Hnndbook ojWireless Telegrnphy
1938

Handbook oJ Technicaf lnstruction. Jor Wirefess
TelegrapIrists,7thEdition, 1942,by H.M. Dowsett
& L.E.Q. Walker.



AF DRIVE INDICATOR
Design by T. Giesberls

A universal drive indicator is described that can be used with
virtually any AF output amplifier. It indicates precisely when the
-3 dB cut-off point and the clipping level of the amplifier are

exceeded.

THE idea for the indicator arose dunng
the development of the Class-A power

amplifiert). That amplifierdelivers 2SW into
8 Q in Class A or 50 W in Class B. The 3 dB
difference between these tWQ levels seemed
an excellent starting point for the design of a
driveindicatorthat, with theaidoftwo LEDs,
would show the+S dB point and the point at
which clipping would set in. That gives an
an indication as to if end when there is power
in reserve; moreover, the -3 dB LED will in-
dicate when the transition from Class A to
Class B takes place.
Nevertheless, the final design of the indi-

cator is such that it can be used with any
power amplifier operating from a symmet-
rieal power supply of ±30-70 v. A -3 dB in-
dicator is, of course, also very usefuJ with
Class-AB ernplifiers, because the difference
in sound pressure corresponding to a change

of 3dB in output power cannot be heard (in
many cases, it is just loud).
As long as the -3 dB LED lights and the

o dB (clipping) LED does not, the output is
free of overdrive distornon. When the clip-
pmg LED lights,however, the output contains
a great number of harmonies. The present
indicator is, therefcre. recomrnended for use
with any power amplifier not provided with
a drive indicator.

Circuit description
Although the circuit in Fig. 1appears rather
larger thanexpected, f1 glance at Hg. 2 shows
that all the components fit readily on a fairly
small printed-circuit board.
The monitoring section of the circuit con-

sists of two pairs of comparators contained
in a single LM339. That Ie is not very fast,

but fast enough for the present application.
Its majoradvantageis thatitdrawsonly a tiny
current, which is important in view of the
fact that the indicator is intended for use
with a large range of supply voltages.
One inpu tofeach comparator is connected

to a potential divider, RrR81 which provides
the various reference voltages. Since the di-
vider is connected directly to the supply volt-
age of the power amplifier via zener diodes
D1 and 03, the switching levels of the com-
pa ra tors are adapted automatically to that
supply voltage.
The two 2.7 V zener diodes at the ends of

the divider serve to compensate the knee
volta ge that. with full drive to the output
amplifier, remains across the power transis-
tors and associated emitter resistors. This
causes the clipping LED to light just before
the actual clipping level is reached. InMOS-
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PARTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl = 6.04 kQ, 1%
R2 = 1 kQ, 1%
R3, R8 = 60.4 kQ, 1%
R4, R7 = 2.87 kQ, 1%
R5, R6 = 7.15 kQ, 1%
R9, Rl0 = 150 kQ
Rll, R12 = 10 MQ
R13, R14 =1 kQ, 1 W
R15, R16 = 4.7 kQ, 1.5 W

Capacltors:
Cl, C2 = 47 !J.F,25 V, radial
C3, C4, C5 = 100 nF

Semlconductors:
D1, D3 = zener, 2.7 V, 400 mW
(see text)

D2, D4 = zener, 15 V, 1.5 W
D5 = LED, 3 mm, not red
D6 = LED, 3 mm, red
Tl, T2 = BD240
ICl = LM339
IC2 = 4538

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the AF drive indicator. 1) Elektor Electronics November-December 1991.
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FET output amplifiers ina source-follower con-
figuranon. it is usually necessary to use 10-12 V
zener diedes because of the much higher
quiescent voltage across MOSFET devices. Ta
be on the safe side, measure the maximum
output voltage across the nominal load and
choose correspondingly rated zener diodes.
The input signal to the indicator, that is,

the output of the power arnplifier, is applied
across potential divider R1-R2. The result-
ing attenuation of the signal is necessary to
prevent the inputs to the comparators ex-
ceedmg 10 V. With values shown, the circuit
is suitable for use with power amplifiers
rated up to 300 W into 8 Q.
The outputofJCld toggles (changes state)

when the half-power level (equivalent to
0.707 of the peak output voltage) isexceeded
in the positive half period of the signal. The
output of JCI, toggles when the half-power
level in the negative half period of the signal
is exceeded.
When fuU power level is reached in the pos-

itive half-period, the output of JC,b toggles.
Similarly, when the full power level is reached
in the negative half pertod. the output of
IC la changes state.
In this way, an accurate indication ls ob-

tained of a powerexcess in the positive as well
as in the negative half period of the signal.
The (open-collector) outputs of IC,d and

Iele- and those of Iela and leIb, are inter-
connected in parallel. Each linked pair is
connected to a monostable, IC2a and IC2b re-
specnvely These multivibrators ensure that

shortpulsesemanatingfrom thecomparators
are stretched sufficiently to guarantee a rea-
sonably long lighting time of the LEDs. Their
mono period is set to 1 second (time C011-

stants Rn-C3 and R12-e,). _
The LEDs are connected to the Q outpu ts

of Te2a and IC2b via switching transistors Tl
and T2.CombinationsT1-R13and T2-R14form
current sources, because the Qoutputs of
the monostables switch neatly between 0 V
and -15 V, irrespective of the output ampli-
Her power supply. Consequenüy, the cur-
rent drawn by the diodes-c-about 15 mA per
diode-need not be regulated.
To recap the switching operation: when

the reference level of one of the compara-
tors is exceeded, the output of that com-
parator goes low. The resulting (negative)
transition triggers the -T i!:put of the rele-
vant monostable, whose Q output (high
during quiescent operation) thereupon be-
comes 0 for 1 s (mono period). The transis-
tor connected to that output is switched on
and theassociated LED lights.
The Q output of JC2, and the reset input

oflC2b are interlinked toensure that when the
o dB LED lighrs. JC2b is reset and the -3 dB
LED goes out. Atanyone time, therefore, only
one of the LEDs can light.
The supply for the ICs is derived from

the power amplifier supply via R15 and R16
and reguJated by D2 and D4. Because JCI
draws only a small current, the diode cur-
rent is a mere 2.5 mA. That is sufficient to
ensure correct operanon and Iow dissipa-

,

AF DRIVE INDICATOR

tion in R15 and R16, even with high supply
voltages in the power amplifier.

Construction
The printed-circuit board-see Fig. 2~is small
enough to be fitted in almost any power am-
pliflier. Note that the board must be cut into
Mo if the indicator is to be used with mono
amplifiers or stereoamplifiers with splitpower
supplies. The indication remains correct, even
when the supply voltage for one channel
drops temporarily owtng to a high drive
level. The board can, of course, be left intact
when used with a stereo amplifier.
Virtually all components are mounted up-

right. Start with placing the wire links between
JC, and JC2. The JCs may be inserted in ep-
propriate sockets, but that is not essential.
Inviewof their dissipation.mount Rjj-Rjg

a little above the board.
The connections to the power amplifier

consist of three wires to its power supply,
for instance, +. 0 and -, which are usually
within easy (soldering) reach, and a single-
eore sereened wire between each loudspeaker
terminal (after the relay) and each indicatcr
input. Earth the sereen of the latter cable only
on the Indicator board (beside the input ter-
minal). 00 NOT CONNECT THE 0 AND EARTH
UNES WITH THE AMPUFIER BECAUSETHA TCREATES
A (POTENTlALLY DEGRADlNG) EARTH LOOP.
If at a11possible, place the board directly

behind the front panel of the amplifier so that
the LEDs can be seen through two small
holes (to be drilled). Otherwise, the two
LEDs can be fitted behind the fron t panel and
the PCB elsewhere: interconnection between
them is by simple circuitwire, whose length
is not critieal. •
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Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board for the AF drive indicator.
Fig. 3. One way of fitting the drive indicator in the power
amplifier.



FET output amplifiers in a source-follower con-
figuration, it is usually necessary to use 10-12V
zener diodes because of the much higher
quiescent voltage across MOSFET devices. To
'be on the safe side, measure the maximum
output volta ge across the nominal load and
choose correspondingly rated zener diodes.
The input signal to the indicator, that is,

the output of the power amplifier, is applied
across potential divider RI-R2. The result-
ing attenuation of the signal is necessary to
prevent the inputs to the comparators ex-
ceeding 10 V. With values shown, the circuit
is suitable for use with power amplifiers
rated up to 300 W into 8 Q.
The output OfICld toggles (changes state)

when the half-power level (equivalent to
0.707 of the peak output voltage) is exceeded
in the positive half period of the signal. The
output of ICle toggles when the half-power
level in the negative half period of the signal
is exceeded.
When full power level is reached in the pos-

itive half-period, the output of IClb toggles.
Similarl y,when the full power levelis reached
in the negative half period, the output of
rc., changes state.
In this way, an accurate indication is ob-

tained of apower excess in the posi tive as well
as in the negative half period of the signal.
The (open-collector) outputs of ICld and

IClo and those of ICla and IClb, are inter-
connected in parallel. Each linked pair is
connected to a monostable, IC2aand IC2bre-
spectively. These multivibrators ensure that

AF DRIVE INDICATOR

tion in Rl5 and R16,even with high supply
voltages in the power amplifier.

short pulses emana ting from the compara tors
are stretched sufficiently to guarantee a rea-
sonably long lighting time of the LEDs. Their
mono period is set to 1 second (time con-
stants R11-C3 and R12-C4).
The LEDs are connected to the Q outputs The printed-circuit board-see Fig. 2-is small

of IC2aand IC2bvia switching transistors Tl enough to be fitted in almost any power am-
and T2.CombinationsTrR13and T2-R14form pliflier. Note that the board must be cut into
current sources, because the Qroutputsof . 'Mo'if the indicator is to be used with mono
the monostables switch neatly between 0 V amplifiers or stereo amplifiers with split power
and -15 V, irrespective of the output ampli- supplies. Theindicationremainscorrect,even
fier power supply. Consequently, the cur- when the supply voltage for one channel
rent drawn by the diodes-about 15 mA per drops temporarily owing to a high drive
diode-need not be regulated. level. The board can, of course, be left intact
To recap the switching operation: when when used with a stereo amplifier.

the reference level of one of the compara- Virtually all components are mounted up-
tors is exceeded, the output of that com- right.Startwithplacingthewirelinksbetween
parator goes low. The resulting (negative) ICI and IC2. The ICs may be inserted in ap-
transition triggers the - T i~ut of the rele- propriate sockets, but that is not essential.
vant monostable, whose Q output (high In viewoftheirdissipation,mountR13-RI6
during quiescent operation) thereupon be- a little above the board.
comes 0 for 1 s (mono period). The transis- The connections to the power amplifier
tor connected to that output is switched on consist of three wires to its power supply,
and theassociated LED lights. for instance, +, 0 and -, which are usually
The Q output of IC2a and the reset input within easy (soldering) reach, and a single-

ofIC2b are interlinked to ensure that when the core screened wire between each loudspeaker
o dB LED lights, IC2b is reset and the -3 dB terminal (after the relay) and each indicator
LEDgoes out. At anyone time, therefore, only input. Earth the screen of the latter cable only
one of the LEDs can light. on the indicator board (beside the input ter-
The supply for the ICs is derived from minal). DO NOT CONNECT THE 0 AND EARTH

the power amplifier supply via Rl5 and Rl6 LINESWITHTHEAMPLIFIERBECAUSETHATCREATES
and regulated by D2 and D4. Because ICI A (rOTENTlALLY DEGRADING) EARTH toor.
draws only a small current, the diode cur- If at all possible, place the board directly
rent is a me re 2.5 mA. That is sufficient to behind the front panel ofthe amplifier so that
ensure correct operation and low dissipa- the LEDs can be seen through two small

holes (to be drilled). Otherwise, the two
LEDs can be fitted behind the front panel and
the PCBelsewhere: interconnection between
them is by simple circuit wire, whose length
is not critical. •

Construction

Fig. 3. One way of fitting the drive indicator in the power
amplifier.Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board for the AF drive indicator.
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8051/8032 ASSEMBLER COURSE
PART 2: FIRST8051 INSTRUCTIONS
by Dr. M. Ohsmann Cj\OllJ~r<'""}ll
Following last month's introduction to the course, we are now
weil armed and ready to discuss the first instructions of the 8051
family of microcontrollers. At the same time, addressing methods
are tackled, all with the aid of the programming examples and
other utilities contained on the course diskette.

ARITIli\1ETI(' OPERATIONS

Mnemontc Descripuon Byte C,<
AnD ".Rn Add rcgistcr [0 Accurnularor 1 1
ADD . t\.dlrcci Add direct bvre [0 Accurnulator 2 1
AnD A.@Ri Add indirecl'RAM 10 Accumulator 1 1
An]) A.'1dal;t Add immediate data 10 Accumularor 2 1
Annc- A.Rn Add registcr to Accu rnulatcr with Carry 1 1
ADDC' A.dircc! Add direct hyrc 10 A with Carry Ilag 2 1
A[)I)('" A.@Ri Add indircct RAM \0 A with Carry !lag 1 1
ADDe A,tidal!l Add immediate du ra 10 A with Carry Ilag 2 1
SlJBH A.Rn Subtract register from A with Borrow 1 1
SUBB A,direc! Subtracr direcr bytc from A with Borrow 2 1
SURB A.@Ri Subrract indirect RAM from A w Bonow 1 1
SUBA A,!tdilla Subrracr immed. data frorn A w Borrow 2 1
INe A lncre rne nt Accumulator 1 1
!Ne Re Increment registcr 1 I
Ir\C drrccr Increment direct byrc 2 1
lNC @Ri lncreme nt indirect RAM I 1
DEC A Dccrcmcru Accumulator 1 1
DFC Re Decrcrnem regisrer I 1
DEC dircct Dccrerncm direct bytc 2 1
DEC @Ri Decrernem indircct RAM 1 1
!'\'(' ne rn lncre ment Dura Pointer 1 2
Ml)L AB Muhinly A & B 1 4
[JI V AB Divide A by B 1 4
DA A Dccirnul Adjust Accumulator 1 1

1.0GI(',\1. OPERATIONS

Mnemenie Desunsnon Bylt Cyc
ANL A.Rn AND registcr 10 Accumutator 1 1
ANL A.direel AN!) direct byte to Accumulator 2 1
ANI. A.@Ri AND indircct RAM ro Accurnularor 1 1
ANL A.lldala AN 0 immediate da ta to Accumulator 2 1
A\'L direct.A AND Accumulator 10 direct byte 2 1
ANL direct.sdata AND immediate dara to direct bvre 1 2
ORL A.Rn OR register 10 Accurnulator - 1 1
ORL A.direci üR direct bytc 10 Accumulator 2 1
ORL A.@Ri OR indirecr RAM tc Accumulator 1 1
ORL A.!tdata OR immediate data 10 Accurnularor 2 1
aRL dirccr.A OR Accumulator 10 dircct byte 2 1
ORI. direct.sdata OR immediate data 10 direct byte J 2
XRI. A.Rn Exctusive-Og register 10 Aceumulator 1 1
XRL A.dircct Exclusive-O'k direct byte to Accumularor , 1
X~L A.@Ri Exctusive-Og indirect RAM 10 A 1 1
XRL A.lldata Exclusivc-Og immediate daia lO A 2 1
XRL direct.A ExcJusive-OR Aecumulator tO direct byte 2 1
XRL direct.adara Exclusive-OR immediate data to direct 1 2
CI.R A Ctear Accumulator 1 1
CPL A Complement Accurnulator 1 1
RL A Rotare Acccmulator Left 1 1
RLC A Rotare A Left through theCa rr y flag 1 1
RR A Rotare Accumulator Right 1 1
RRC A Rotare A Right through Carry Ilag 1 1
SWAP A Swap nibb!es wirhin the Accumulatcr 1 1

DATA TRANSFER

Mnemenie Description 8}·'t Cye
MOV A.Rn Mcve register 10 Accurnuiaror 1 1
MOV A.direct Move direcr byte to Accumulator 2 1
MOV A.@Ri Mcve indirect RAM 10 Accumulator 1 1
MOV A.I!data Move immediate data to Accumulator 2 1
MOV Rn.A Move Accumularor 10 register 1 1
MOV Rn.direct Mcvc direcr byte 10 register 2 2
MOV Rn.adata Move immediate data to register 2 1
MOV direct.A Move Accumulator to direct byre 2 1
MOV direct.Rn Move register to direct byre 2 ,
MOV direct.dirert Move direct byte tO direct 1 2
MOV dircct.@Ri Move indirect RAM to direci byte 2 2
MOV direcl.ildata Move immediate data to direet byte 1 2
MOV @Ri.A Move AceumuhHor 10 indireci RAM 1 1
MOV @Ri.direct Move direct bYle to indireel RAM 2 2
MQV. @Ri.lldala Mo\"c immediale dala 10 indireet RAM 2
MOV DPTR.lldatalb Load Data Pointer with a 16-bit constanl J

Fig. 5. MCS~52 microcontroller instruction set (courtesy Intel Corp.).

DATA TRANSFER (wnL)

Mnemenie
MOVC A.@A+DPTR
MOVC A,@A+I'C
MOVX A.@Ri
MOVX A.@DPTR
MOVX @Ri.A
MOVX @DPTR.A
PUSH direct
POP direct
XCH A.Rn
XCH A,direct
XCH A.@Ri
XCHO· i\.@Ri

•

Descrtptlon
Move Code byte relative to OPTR 10 A
Move Code bvte relative 10 PC to A
Mcve Extermil RAM (8-hit addr) ro A
Movc Exrcma: RAM (16-bit add r] \0 A
Move A ro Externat RAM rS-bit addr}
Movc i\ ro Extcrnal RAM (16-bit addr)
Push direct byte onto stuck
Pop direct byte From stack
Exchange regisrer with Accumulator
Exchange direcr byre with Accumulator
Exchange indirecr KAM with A
Exchange low-ordcr Digit ind RAM w A

Byte ("yc
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1
1
2
2

BOOI..EAN VARIABLE MANIPl'I.ATION

Mnemenie
CLR c
C!.R bit
SETB C
SETH hit
("PI. C
("PI. bit
AN!. Chit
ANL C. bit
ORL Chit
ORL C. bit
MQV Cbit
MOV bh.C

Descnpuon
Clear Ca rry nag
Clcar direcr bit
Set Carry Flag
Set oirect Bit
Complement Carry Ilag
Complemeru direcr hit
AND direet bit 10 Carrv Ilag
AND cornple rnc nt 01"direcr bit 10 Carry
OR dircct bir 10 Carry Ila g
OR cornplerneru of direcr bit 10 Curry
Move direct bit ro Carrv Hag
Move Carry Flag ro dircct bit

Bvte C ,·c
'1 i
2 1

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
I
2

PROGRAM AND MACHINE CONTROl

Mnemomc
A(ALL add rll
LCALI. addrle
RET
REn
AJMP
UMP
SJMP
JMP
JZ
JNZ
JC
JNC
JB
JNB
JBC
CJNE
CJNE
(JNE
CJNE
DJNZ
DJNZ
NOP

addrll
addrlö
cel
@A+DPTR
cel
cel
cel
rel
bir.ret
bir.rcl
bit.ret
Adirecr.re!
A.lldata.rel
Rn.sduta.re!
@Ri.lld:lla.re!
Rn.rel
direcr.re!

Description
Absolute Subroutine Cal!
Long Subrounne Cau
Return from subrouune
Return from interrupt
Absolute Jurnp
Lang lump
Short lump (relative addr)
Jump indirecr relative 10 the DPTR
Jump if Accumulator is Zero
Jump if Accumulator is Not Zero
lump ifCarry Ilag i~sct
Jump if No Carry Ilag
lump if direct Bit set
lump if direct Bit Not set
lump if drrect Bit is sei & Clear bit
Compare direct 10 A & .lu rn p if Not Equal
Comp. immed. ro A & lump if Not Equal
Camp. immed. to reg. & Jurnp if Not Equal
Comp. imrncd. to ind. & lump if Not Equal
Decremenr register & lump if NO! Zero
Decremem direct & lump ir Not Zero
No operurion

Byte C")"c
2 2
J 2
I 2
1 2
2 2
J 2
2 2
1 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
1 2
J 2
J 2
J
J
J
J
2
J
1

Nores on data addressing moces:
Rn working regisrer RO-R 7
direct [21! intcrna! RAM locarions. any 1 0 port. centrot or status reginer
@Ri tnorrect imernal RAM location addresscd by registcr RO er R I
edata 8-bit consiam included in instructton
lidatal6 Ie-bu constant lncteded as bytes 2. & J of lnsrrucrion
bir 128 ~oftwilre üags. any I 0 pin. control or status bit

Notes on program addressing modes:
addrl6 Destinauen address for LCALL & LJMP may be anvwhcrc wirhin

the 64-Kilobyu: program memory address spare. .
addrll Destination address for ACAI.I. & A.lMP will bc withtn the same

2·Kilobyte page or program memqry a~ the fir~t bytt of the following
in~lruction.

rcl S.l M P and aU condillonal jump~ include an X-hit ofhet byte. Range is
+[27 -1211 bYlc~ relative to fil,1 byte üfthe following instruction

All mnemonics cupyrighted © Intel Corporation 1979
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EASM51
T

(XAMPLE02) ****~.
SOURCE

.*.* •• FILE XAMPLE02.A51

•••••• LISTrNG of
LINE LOC 08J
1 0000
2 0000
3 0000
4 0000
5 0000
6 0000
1 0000
8 0000
9 4100 90 4.l 44 (2)
10 4103 31 49 {21
11 4105 74 00 {l I
12410778 s-r {lI
13410979 DA t i r
14 4108 71'. 10 (I)
15 4100 7E1 64 {lI
16 UOF 90 40 00 {21
17 4112 31 4F [21
18 4114 74 14 {lI
19 4116 F9 {lI
20 4117 31 4F [2]
21 4119 75 EO 12 (2]
22 41lC F5 03 {I]
23 411E 31 4F (2]
24 4120 7B 02 m
25 4122 C6 [I]
26 4123 15 90 55 [2]
27 4126 31 4. [2]
2B 4128 90 41 28 [2)
29 412B H 02 [1]
30 4120 93 [2]
31 412E 31 4. [2]
32 4.130 EO [2]
33 4131 A9 02 [2]
34 4133 31 4. [2]
35 4135 90 00 00 [2J
36 413B 74 F2 [I]
37 413A .0 [2]
aa 413B 74 00 [11
39 4130 93 [2]
40 413E 31 4F [2]
41 4140 EO [21
42 4141 31 4F [2]
43 4143 22 [2]
44 4144 58 40 50

32 00

ACC

"xR3
VALU

'ou
'0"'Ou
'0"

OEOH
090H
3"0

START
ORG 4100H
MQV DFTR, ftxtl
ACALL STXT
MOV 1'.,'0
MOV RO,1255
MOV Rl,tlO
MOV R2, flOH
MQV R3, tVALU
MOV OPTR, f04000H
ACALL SNAP
MQV A, '20
MOV Rl,A
ACALL SNAP
MOV ACC,1l2H
MOV xR3,A
ACALL SNAP
MOV RO,'2
XCH A, I!RO
MOV PI, .01010101B
ACALL SNAP
MOV DPTR, faddz:l
MOV A,'2
aovc A, I!A+OPTR
ACALL SNAP
MOVX A, (lDPTR
MOV Rl,2
ACALL SNAP
MOV DPTR,'O
MOV A, '0.2H
MOVX I!DPTR, A
MOV A, '0
MOVC A, ~A+DPTR
ACALL SNAP
MOVX A,@DPTR
ACALL SNAP
RET
OB 'XMP2',0

<lddz:l

txtl

., 4149
" 4149
n 4149.. 4149
" 4149
50 4149
51 4149
52 4149 75 30 02 [2]
5] 414C 02 02 00 [2[
54 414. 75 JO 20 [2[
55 4152 12 02 00 [21
56 4155 22 [21

" 4156

; MONITOR INTERFACE
ccSTXT EQU 2
ccSNAP EQU 020H
eOMMANDEQU 030 H
MON EQU 0200H

STXT MOV COMMAND,tccSTXT
LJMP MON
MOV COMMAND,'ccSNAP
LCALL MON
RE'
'ND

symbols) * •••••••• *
: 0090
: 412B
: 0030

SNAP

,,,
"addrl

COMMANn

".".-". S'tMBOLTABLE
Ace ; OOEO

START: 4100
ccSNAP : 0020
SNAP : 414.

xR3 :0003
cac i :4144
MON :0200

SFR Accumulat.or address is OEOH
SFR PORTI Address is 090H
Adress of register R3 in Bank 0

Progr<lm to run from 4100H

Initialise registers
~ OFFH hexadecimal
10 decimal - OAH hexadecimal
lOH hexadecimal is 16 decimal
compare t.o EQU comm<lnd <lbove
load 16-bit const.ant.
do first sn<lpshot
Addressing: immediat.e
Addressing: register,A

Addressing: direct, imrnedi<lte
Addressing: direct,A

Addressing: register, immediate
Addressing: A,indirect
binary constant tO port

point at; MOV A,12 instruction
xoe reae offset
Addressing: A,code-byte relative

Addressing: A,extern<ll RAH
quizzz%

Addressing; DPTR,16-bit immediate
external data latch Addr 0 - 0'2H

Progr<lm memory off set.
Addressing: A,code-byte relative

Addressing: A,external RAM

return to MONITOR

MONITOR command t.o send text
MONITOR commando to do sn<lpshot
MONITOR commando memory lOC<ltion
MONITOR e t a rt; address

MONITOR set command
jump to MONITOR (RET
MONITOR set command
ce.i i up monitor
ret.urn to c<lller

tram there)

VALU :0064
ccSTXT :0002
STXT :4149

Fig. 6. LIST file of example programXAMPL02.A51.

AU inforrnation pertinent to the monitor
EPROM and the operation ofthe assembler
may be found in the documentation (.DOC)
files on the course diskette. The programs
discussed and listed in the course instal-
ments are also available to you on the same
disk, which a1lows you to modify thern as
required, All you need to examine and edit
these programs is a word processor capable
of handling ASCH files. How this word
processor can be linked to the MENU pro-
gram is explained in a text file on the disk.
Further details on the serial link be-

tween the 80C32 board and the PC will be
given in next month's instalment, which
will concentrate mostlyon hardware exten-
sions for the 80C32 computer (keyboard
input, liquid crystal display, MIDI inter-
face).

8051 (MCS52)micro con-
troller instruction set
Figure 5 shows the instruction sel of the
MCS52 family of microcontroUers, of
which the 8051 and 80C32 are members of
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particular interest to us. To begin with, we
will discuss some of the simpler instruc-
tions in order to elucidate the operation of
the example program listed in Fig. 6.
The structure of the list (.LST) file is

pretty obvious: it consists of seven col-
umns, each with a specific funetion. The
list file shown is generated by assembling
XAMPLE02.A51 on the course disk, with
the aid of EASM51. The column marked
LINE shows the line number of the souree
text, while LOC shows location of the ob-
ject code on the program memory. The col-
umn OBJ shows the object code bytes, and
T the execution time of the individual in-
structions in microseconds (based on a sys-
tem clock frequency of 12 MHz). The
SOUR CE column repeats the informarion
copied from the assembler (source) file (in
this case, XAMPLE02.A51), and shows
mnernonics.Iabels, addresses, equate state-
ments and comment. As you cao see, the
list file is extremely useful because it re-
lates opcode bytes to the line numbers by
which they have been genera ted.
The format requirements for the source

805118032 ASSEMBLER COURSE - PART 2

JOIN THE COURSE!

Here is a breakdown 01 whal you need
10 lollow Ihis course:

a 80321BOS2AH-BASICsingle
board computer as described in
Elektor Electronics May 1991.
The prelerred CPU is a 8051 or a
80C32. Alternatively, any other
MCSS2-based microcontroller
system (but read part 1 01 the
course);

• a course diskette (order code
ESS 1661) containing
programming examples,
utilities, and an assembler;

• a monitor EPROM (order code
ESS 6091).
an IBM PC or compatible
operating under MS-DOS.

Appeared so far:
Part I: Introduction (February 1992).

file (produced with the ASCH word pro-
cessor) are found on the course disk. For
now, you may simply use
XAMPLE02.A51 and the associated do-
cumentation file, XAMPLE02.DOC, both
of which are contained on the disk. Con-
nect the PC and the 80C32 board via the
seriallink, and run the monitor on the SBC.
The various addressing methods of the

MCS52 microcontrollers will be discussed
in relation to the available MOV (move)
instructions. To illustrate their practical
use, a small program is discussed that
lights a couple of LEDs, and produces tone
sequences. A simple modification to this
program allows you to real ize a simple tea
timer, which generates a tone after 2
minutes and 50 seconds.

Subroutines
What we cal! a computer program nor-
mally consists of a number of smaller sub-
routines. Once written, a subroutine can be
called repeatedly later. In XAMPLE02 you
find, for instance, a subroutine calJed
STXT (send text), whicb sends text from
the 80C32 board to the terminal via the
V24 interface. In 8051 assembler, subrou-
tines can be called in two ways:

ACALL addr l l
LCALL addr 16

Both instructions have the same result:
they start a subroutine at the indicated ad-
dress (addrll or addrI6). On finishing the
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XAMPL02

A B PSW SP DPTR RO R1 R2 R3 R' RS R' R7

00 00 00 00 4000 FF DA 10 64 00 00 00 00 after line 17

" 00 00 00 4000 FF " 10 64 00 00 00 00 after Une 20

12 00 00 00 4000 FF 14 10 12 00 00 00 00 after line 23

10 00 01 00 4000 02 14 12 12 00 00 00 00 after Une 27

93 00 00 00 412B 02 14 12 12 00 00 00 00 aller line 31

7' 00 00 00 412B 02 12 12 12 00 00 00 00 after line 34

02 00 01 00 0000 02 12 12 12 00 00 00 00 after line 40

F2 00 01 00 0000 02 12 12 12 00 00 00 00 after !ine 42

Fig. 7. Output of XAMPL02, produced with the aid 01the 'snapshot' (register freeze) utility
in the system monitor.

subroutine, the processor continues witb
the instruction that follows the CALL.
ACALL (absolute call) is used when

the subroutine address is in the same 2-
KByte address area as the CALL. This
means that the highest 5 bits of the Iö-bit
address must be equal. If, for example,
ACALL is used at address 9A12H, the
relevant subroutine may be anywhere in
the range between 9800H and 9FFFH.
ACALL requires two bytes.
LCALL (Iong call) enables a subrou-

tine anywhere in the 64-KByte address
area to be ealled. Obviously, in relatively
large programs, subroutines may be pretty
'remote', and can not be called with
ACALL. In that case, you must use
LCALL, whieh requires three bytes. Tbc
assembler produces an error report if an
ACALL is made to a too distant subrou-
tine. An example of the use of the LCALL
instruction may be found in line 55 in
Fig. 6. Here, ACALL ean not be used be-
cause the ealled subroutine (at 0200H) is
too far away from the eall loeation (at
4152H).
RET is used at the end of a subroutine

to return to the eall instruetion. The RET
instrucrion at Une 43, for example, ends the
ex am pIe program, and returns us to the
monitor.

Jump instructions
The first jump instructions 10 be discussed
are:

SJMP rel
AJMP addrll
LJMP addrl6

These instructions cause the processor 10

jump to the indieated address (rel, addr11

or addrI6), and are uneonditional. The A
and L preeeding JMP have the same
meaning as those used for the two types of
CALL instruetion diseussed above. In ad-
dition, there is SJMP (short jump), which
allows jumps to addresses within the range
+128 bytes and -128 bytes from the loca-
tion of the SJUMP instruetion. SJUMP is
often used to skip a few bytes-an example
is found in line 53 of the listing in Fig. 6.
Apart from unconditional jumps, there

are also jump instructions that are not ex-
ecuted unless a certain condition is met.
Conditional jumps are of the short jump
type only, and will be diseussed separately
in due course.

Address indications
The target addresses of subroutines are en-
tered into the souree listing as LABELS,
on which further Information may be found
in the file EASM51.DOC. In line 54 of the
list file of XAMPLE02 (Fig. 6), a subrou-
tine ealled SNAP (for snapshot) is assigned
the value that equals the address ofthe next
instruetion, i.e., 414FH. In line 50, you
find an equate (EQU) statement is used to
assign the value 0200H to the routine la-
belled MON (monitor). Henee, the com-
mand

LCALLMON

ealls up the monitor subroutine. Similarly,
the command

ACALLSNAP

ealls the snapshot routine at 414FH, whieh
is basieally a breakpoint analyser that
sends the contents of the main processor
registers (in hexadecimal notation) to the

terminal, via the serial interface. The use of
this debugging aid is shown in Fig. 7.
Assembler listings are far easier to fol-

low if rneaningful labels are used. An
exarnple is the label COMMAND in lines
49, 52 and 54 of the list file. The aetual ad-
dresses given to the labels are easily found
in the symbol table, which is automar-
ieally added to the list file by the assern-
bler. Many assemblers have a maximum
label length of six eharaeters, henee the
frequent use of labels such as V24COM
(for the serial interface routines) or
SNDCHR for send eharaeter. The
EASM51 assembler (on your disk) allows
up to eight eharacters to be used for labels.

Addressing methods
The function of the prograrn XAMPLE02
(Fig. 6) is to elueidate the operation and
application of the various addressing
modes of the microeontrollers in the 8051
family. After a few initial assembler com-
mands and some comment, the program
proper starts at line 9. First, the accumula-
tor, A, and a few registers are loaded.
Line 17 ealls up SNAP, whieh sends the
first register overview to the terminal. The
outpur produeed by XAMPLE02 is shown
in Fig. 7. This overview alJows the oper-
ation of the instructions between lines 11
and 42 to be analysed in detail with the aid
of a number of snapshots. Line 45 and fur-
ther serve to re-establish the control of the
monitor program, and are not so important
at this stage.
The MOV (move) eommand is used to

load a byre from the program, data or inter-
nal memory to a processor register or a
PORT. The byte moved is referred to as the
operand. A number of addressing modes
are used depending on the source and tar-
get location of the operand, and the func-
tion required, The general notation of the
MOV instruction is

MOV target,souree

The target is, for instance, the accumulator,
A, a register (RO to R7), ar one of the dif-
ferent types of memory. Constants may be
used as the source, although not all cornbi-
nations are possible (see the instruction set
in Fig. 5).
The different addressing methods will

be discussed with reference to the example
program in Fig. 6. The so-called bit-ad-
dressing modes will be held over till part 4
of the course, together with a discussion on
the processor flags.

Register addressing
The aeeumulator or registers RO to R7 may
be used as the source as weIl as the target.
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For example, in line 11, the accumulator is
used as the target, while in line 13 the tar-
get is register R 1.
When register addressing is applied, the

register is always one in the currently se-
lected bank (bank 0 is used during this
course).

•
Immediate addressing
This addressing mode is used when a con-
stant is used as the (source) operarid. The
assembler recognizes such constants by the
# (hash) typed in front of them. The con-
stant may be entered in four ways: decimal
(as in line 12), hexadecimal (as in line 14;
note the affixed H), binary (as in line 26;
note the affixed B), or il may be a label (as
in line 15). To enable Ihe assembler to dif-
ferentiate between labels and hexadecimal
numbers that start with a letter, hexadeci-
mai numbers must start with a 0 (nought).
For example, EOH is a label, and OEOH a
hexadecimal constant with the value 224
(decimal).
This information should enable you to

understand the instructions in Iines 11 to
15, which load the regisiers with the indi-
cated values. At this stage, it may be useful
10 check if you understand what happens
by taking a elose look at the program out-
put shown in Fig. 7.

Direct addressing
Direcr addressing allows access to the
lower 128 bytes of the internal RAM and
the special function registers (SFRs). The
internal RAM is selected when the indi-
cated address is smaller than 128. Else, one
of the SFRs is addressed. The accumulator
can also be addressed as an SFR at loeation
OEOH. In line 3, this constant is labelIed
ACe. Line 21 causes a constant to be
loaded into the accumulat.or. Note that this
instruction has a length of three bytes.
On ihe 80C32 processor board, port PI

is made externally accessible, and is 10-
cated at SFR address 090H (line 4). The in-
struction in line 26 sends bit pattern
OIOIOIOIB to this port.
The 16-bit wide data pointer, DPTR,

makes it possible to address the full
64 Kbyte large data and program memory.
The DPTR consists of two 8-bil SFRs: the
low byte pointer, DPL, at 082H, and the
high byte pointer, DPH at 083H. A special
MOV instruction is available to load the
DPTR with a 16-bit value, as illustrated in
line 9, where the DPTR is set to point at the
first byte of the tex I 'txt I'. Figure 8 lists
the functions of all SFRs.

Indirect addressing
This addressing mode is indicated by @RO
or @RI. The address of the byte in the in-
ternal RAM is contained in register RO or
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Symbol ADR bit binval

OEOCH *
eFOOH *
ODOR '*
081H

OOOOOOOOs
000000006
000000008
000001118

000000008
000000008
111111118
111111118
111111118
111111118
x.xx000008
xxOOOOOOB
OxxOOOOOB
OxOOOOOOa
000000008
000000008
OOOOOOOOa
000000006
OOOOOOOOB
000000008
000000008
000000008
000000008
000000008
000000008
000000008
xxxxxxxxB
OxxxxxxxB
OxxxOOOOB

ACC
B
PSW
SP
DPTR

DPL
DPH

pO
PI
p2
P3
IP

082H
083H
OaOH *
090R *
QACH *
GBOH *
Oa8H *

IE OA8H

TMOD
TeQN
T2CON
THO
TLO
THI
TLI
TH2
TL2
RCAP2H
RCAP2L
seON
saUF
peON

089H
088H ..
OCSR
OaCH
08AH
08DA
08SH
DeDH
OceH
OCSH
aCAH
098R *
099H
087H

ADR;
bit:
binval:

Ioeation cf addressed SFR
'* when SFR is bit-addressable
binary content after reset; x

conunent name

16-bit

accurnulator
aux. accumu1ator
pragram status ward
stack pointer
data pointer
10w byte of DPTR
high byte of DPTR
port 0 or addr./databus
port 1
port 2 or addr. bus MSB
port 3
interrupt priority reg.8051

8052
8051
8052

interrupt enab1e reg.

8052 only

timer mode register
tirner control
timer-2 contra1
timer-O high byte
timer-O law byte
timer-1 high byte
timer-l low byte
tirner-2 high byte
timer-2 low byte
capture reg. high byte
capture reg. low byte
se rial control
se rial buffer
processar control

8052 on1y
8052 only
8052 only
8052 only

HMOS
CHMOS

not defined

Flg. 8. Identifications and addresses of the special function registers (SFRs) in the 8051.

Rias indicated. Registers R2 to R7 can not
be used for indirect addressing. When, for
instance, register RO contains the value
43H, the instruction @RO addresses the
byte at loeation 43H in the internal rnem-
ory. The use of this addressing rnode is il-
lustrated in line 25, where RO is seen to
poinr at internal memory location 2 (as
defined in line 24). This is the same loca-
tion, however, where register R2 in bank 0
is addressed (see Fig. 4 in part I of this
course). Hence, this instruction changes
the value eontained in register R2. The in-
struetion XCH swaps target and source
bytes.
Contrary to direct addressing, addresses

greater than 127 da not give access to the
SFRs. Instead, they select the upper 128
bytes of the internal RAM. In fact, these
RAM loeations can be accessed via indi-
rect addressing only.

Program memory addressing
The processor can only read from the pro-
gram memory, which is normally a ROM
or an EPROM. For this the MOVC instruc-
ti on is used, where the C stands for code
memory. The target of MOVC is always
the accumulator. The real (effective) ad-
dress is formed by adding the content of the
accumulator to either the data pointer,
DPTR:

MOVC A, @A+DPTR

or the program counter, pe;

MOVC A, @A+PC

In !ine 39, the effective address is 0, since
both the DPTR and A are loaded witb O.
Tables and fixed texts can be stored per-

manently in the program memory, and read
when required with the aid of the DPTR.
The routine STXT In the monitor,
EMON51, makes use of the DPTR in this
way to transmit texts to the terminal.

(External) data memory addressing
The MOVX (move eXternai) instruction
gives aceess La the external data memory,
which is usually a RAM. When the nota-
tion @DPTR is used, as in line 37 or 41,
the contents of the data pointer are used as
a 16-bit address. Similarly, the notations
@ROand @RI cause!he contents ofthese
registers to be used as the least significant
address byte, and the contents of port P2 (at
SFR location OAOH) as the most signifi-
cant address byte. On the 80C32 SBC, the
address range between OCOOOH and
OFFFFH in the data memory is used for
memory mapped 110. If, therefore, you
wish to seleet output devices at these ad-
dresses, you must use the MOVX instruc-
tion.

Monitor calls
The EPROM-resident monitor on the
80C32 board has a number of subroutines
that may be used in your own programs.
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Fig. 9. Hardware extension for program-
ming experiments with port 1.

Before these subroutines can be called, an
appropriate command byte must be written
into the interna! RAM at address 030H (see
lines 52 and 54 of XAMPLE02.LST). This
byte forms an indication to the monitor as
to which subroutine is to be used. The rou-
tines available in the monitor, along with
the associated command bytes, are de-
scribed in the file EMON5 I .DOC on your
course diskette. These routines are useful,
and can save you a lot of work. You are,
therefore, weil advised to examine them in
detail, which is quite easily done because
the source code of EMON5 I can be loaded
from the course disk.
A SNAP can be taken at any stage dur-

ing a program. This requires command
byte 20H before calling the monitor at ad-
dress 0200H. A programming example:

MOV 030H,#020H
LCALL0200H

This is, admitted.ly, not the easiest
legible piece of assembler, as compared 10,
for instance, lines 52 and 54 in
XAMPLE02.LST. ConcJusion: the use of
meaningful symbolic names (labels)
makes programs easier to understand.
The course diskette contains alt sym-

bolic notations for the command bytes
used. For instance, a monitor routine is
available that sends a text string. The use of
this routine, ccSTXT (command code send
text; value 2) was shown already in part I.
The characters in the string 10 be trans-
mitted must be available in the program

memory. To enable rhe transmission rou-
tine to know where the text ends, the code
OH is used as the end-of-text marker
(Une 44). The start address of the text must
be contained in the DPTR. All this is taken
care of in !ines 9 and 10, and 52 and 53.

Simple port output
operations
Up to now, we have been using the 80C32
board as a kind of black box, without rnak-
ing use of the microcontroller's ports for
external control functions. The external
circuitry around the 80C32 (or 8051) on
the SBC does not allow us to use the ports
indiscriminately: remember, ports PO and
P2 are used as address and data bus for the
external RAM and EPROM. The eight
Iines of port PI are taken to expansion con-
nector pins a20 to a 13 via a bidirectional
driver [C, of which the direction is control-
led by the signal level at pin a21. If this pin
is not connected, port PI can be used as an
8-bit output port. The circuit in Fig, 9 en-
ables four LEDs to be switched on and off,
and simple sounds to be sent to a small
loudspeaker.
The eight bits that form a byte are num-

bered from the right to the Jett starting with
o (the least significant bit, or LSB) to 7 (the
most significant bir, or MSB). Thus, when
we refer to P 1.3, we mean the fourth bit of
port PI. Knowing this, we can switch on
LED D3 by programming:

MOV PI,#OIOOOOOOB ;LED3 on, all
other bits 0

Line 26 of XAMPLE02 contains such an

output command. After areset, when PI
contains I I IIIIIIB (all LEDs on), the
LED pattern changes when line 26 is ex-
ecuted.
The principle of port output programm-

ing are taken a litt1e further in example pro-
gram XAMPLE05.A5 I, which you find on
your course disk as weil as listed in Hg. 10.
This program causes the four LEDs to flash
(object code from 4 IOOH onwards), or a
500-Hz tone to sound (object code from
4200H onwards). The signals are gener-
ated simply by sending certain bit patterns
to port PI, waiting a number of cJock
cycJes, and then sending a new bit pattern.
Use is made ofTIME, a monitor subroutine
that introduces a delay equalto the number
of milliseconds loaded into the DPTR.
Assembler language programming is

not leamed by reading only. Ta increase
your knowledge on the subject, work as
much as you can with the examples pro-
vided, and make sure you understand what
happens if you make changes to them. Set
yourself assignments based on what you
have acquired so far. For instance, modify
XAMPLE05 such that the loudspeaker pro-
duces a tone after 2 minutes and 50 sec-
onds exactJy. There you have your tea
timer, what about a programmable rectan-
gular wave generator as the next project?

o

Next time: hardware extensions for the
80C32 single board computer.

*~"'.. * LISTING of EASM51 jXAMPLE05) ••••••
LINE LOC OBJ T SOURCE

1 0000 ; .***** FILE XAMPLE05.A51 ********* ....****** ••••• * •••• *** •••• * •• **.
2 0000
3 0000
4 0000
5 0000
6 4100 75 90 10 [2] START
7 4103 90 01 .4 [2]
B 4106 51 12 [2]
9 4108 75 90 EO [2]
10 UOB 90 00 6~ [2]
11 e ice 51 12 [2]
12 4110 BO EE [2]
13 4112
14 4112
15 4200 75 90 02 [2] START2
16 4203 90 00 01 [2]
17 4206 51 12 [2]
18 4208 75 90 00 [2)
19 420B 90 00 01 [2]
20 420E: 51 12 [2]
21 4210 BO EE [2)
22 4212
23 4212
24 4212
25 4212
26 4212
27 4212
28 4212 75 30 21 (2) TIME: MOV COMMANO,iccLTIME
29 4215 02 02 00 [2] LJMP MON
30 421B END

******"'.*~ SYMBOLTABLE (7 symbols) * •••• ~*•• *
Pl : 0090 START : 4100

COMMAND: 0030 MON : 0200

" 'ou 090H

ORG HOOH
MOV Pl,.00010000B
MOV OPTR, '500
ACALL TIME
MOV Pl,tl1100000B
MOV OPTR,I100
ACALL TIME
SJMp START

ORG 4200H
MOV Pl, tOl0B
MOV OPTR,.l
ACALL TIME
MOV PI, fOOOB
MOV OPTR,'l
ACALL TIME
SJMP START2

; MONITOR INTERFACE
ccLTIME EOU 021H
COMMANDEQU 030H ;
MON EQU 0200H ;

START2 :4200
TIME :4212

SFR PORTl address ~ 090H

•

.irst program tO run from 'nOOH
LEO 01 on, the others off
500 milliseconds
w"it
LEO 02,03,04 on, 01 off
100 milliseconds
w"it
Repeat

Second pogram to run from 4200H
Loudspeaker +5 volt
1 millisecond
W"it
Loudspeaker 0 volt
1 mi Ll i second
Wait
and again

MONITOR command, DPTR millisecs del"y
MONITOR command memory location
MONITOR entry "ddress

ccLTIME : 0021

Fig. 10. Two programs, one listing: a LED flasher (4100H) and a s,ound generator (4200H).
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

A SYMMETRICAL ROUTE SWITCH FOR ELECTRONICS
•

THE logic relation 'exactly rwo of a,b,c,
are true', or «a,b,c,)), can perform all

standard logic funetions: for exarnple, a=not b
is «T,a,b,)) where T denotes true.
This enables the consideration of a new

approach to circuitry also. We can move to
see how relational approaches differ from
standard anes. Suppose the function 'Q im-
plies b' is T = C is required to have imple-
mentation. We may then use the symbol in

1

920041 • 11

Fig. Ho denote «a,b,c,)).
The network in Fig. 2 will perform this

task. That is, «a,d,e)), «b,dj»), «eif,h)),
«(/,h,c)), sinee a implies b is true, is equiva-
lent to«~a) vb) is true, the auxiliary con-
dition c = I or T, together with our NOT
funetion above gives OR and NOT, from
whichall functionallogieean beereated. Eaeh
cell is alrnostequivalent to the XOR function,
but, since XOR eannot create alllogie alone,
Dur relational system is simpler and more pow-
erful, since it can.

2
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This logic system can be amended some-
what to provide a practieal type of cireuit
element. The essence of the system consists
of a symmetrical element with three wires and
the rule that only two of the wires can earry
current in either direction at any one time.
That is, the circuit appears as a pi circuit in
which exactly one of the three impedances
has a low value at any one time .• At any one
time' isimportant There will be some impedance
to the low state, but this impedance can be
relatively low. Thus, we have a dynamic
new type of circuit element. The rule is that
the middle voltage on the three wires is the
high-impedance input. Wemay make the low
impedance a partially linear function ofhigh
impedance voltage if required.
We may be keen on this approach for

various reasons: oneofthemis syrrunetry, an-
other is operational sirnplicity. The manu-
facture of devices that are both logic and
analogue is straightforward. The devices
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themselves would not besuitable for very high
speeds until much development work is done,
but this is not often a requirement.
The increased flexibility of use is a great

advantage; for exarnple, three-phase oscil-
lators where the high impedance rotates about
the device are possible. Many other stan-
dard approaches becorne simpler and with the
devices any activecircuit function, except the
diode and very high speed, ean be carried
out. In theory, they can also be made to have
no supply lines as operational amplifiers do,
butthe stability ofthis approach requires anal-
ysis. Thus, the distinct possibility exists of a
new and useful three-wire device: the
Symmetrical Route Switeh-SRS.

Liberation from directivity
The advantage of these devices is that they
can be connected any way round ar all. Thus,
electronic methods ean be non-directive in
the sense that once a low-impedance link is
established between two parts of the circuit,
current can flow either way. This totally
symmetrical property is new for an active
element with three wires (the group of
Symmetries is S3).
The ability to rearrange elements in this

way is a very considerable advanrage, The de-
vices can be used for linear or digital appli-
cation and are, therefore, apart from speed,
more powerful than transistors. The power
of the system lies in the fact that only ca-
pacitors, resistors, diodes and SRSs are re-
quired for circuit implernentation (the occa-
sional use of inductance, although rare, is
not ruled out).
One more factor is that Lhedevicecan float

at any potential and is, therefore, free from
the restrictions that separate power lines to
the device irnpose (this would be difficult to
achieve at low voltages, but then SRSs with
separate power lines would be used). Thus,
the device defines its own relative levels
and will not fail, as opamps do, when inputs

are at disparate levels from the ourput,

3

In other words, however complex the inte-
rior of the device, its behaviour is still in-
trinsically simple and the designer's friend,
One symmetrical route switch can serve

as the active element in a circuit that oscil-
lates while rotating the high irnpedance op-
tion about thecentreofLhedevice-see Hg.3.
In this circuit, on turn-on, 0 is high impedance
so that Cl is charged first until the voltage at
D is greater than that at E, whereupon E be-
comes the high impedance and C2 will be
charged while the voltage across CI drops.
If the values are chosen properly, C3 is the
next capacitor to be charged and the voltage
on F increases. The cyc\e then begins again.
In that way, a very simple one-device oscil-
lator circuit has been designed.
One device and perhaps six resistors and

three capacitors is a component count that
could be reduced if a slightly different oper-
ation is required, say, not such a syrnrnerri-
cal wave. Therefore, although one-transis-
tor, coil-Iess oscillators can be designed, the
circuit in Fig. 3 has a more predictable and
usable response and can thus be used as re-
quired. That done, other circuits can be com-
pleted for similar purposes.
Now, the linear use.

Continuity
In order to use a symmetrical route switch
for linear applications, we must bias the mid-
dIe electrode so that it remains high impedance,

4
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The circuit would then appear as shown in
Fig. 4. Note that the low impedance is di-
rectly proportional to the input voltage and
steps must, therefore, be taken to prevent pos-
itive feedback. Apart from those requirements,
the circuit is standard. The main point to
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make here, though, is that this is not the best
utilization of a symmetrical routeswitch, since
the sixfold symmetry is not used. But it must
be said that linear amplification aver the
natural range of use of the device can be ob-
tained. Multi-stage arnplifiers with or with-
out feedback can be built with the device.
We thus already have dual types of opera-
tion: logical and linear.

Promotion
The reason that such a system should be pro-
moted is clear: simplification. Ahhough in
extreme applications Iike very fast switch-
ing of low-noise amplifiers the SRS is prob-
ably best replaced, the neat and interesting
possibilities the SRS creates suggest that it
should aseend from the status of a theoreti-
cal curiosity to that of practical implemen-
tation.
One difficulty of the common transistor

is that at the end of its standard range of op-
erating conditions there is not always any dis-
continuous change into another mode, thus
indicating a fault.
The system irself can be designed eco-

nomically. Let U,V,W be the voltages at the
three electrodes and I the current in the con-
ducting branch. Then,

V+ W - 2U = VI+ III tanh(aVt)
U+ W-2V= I/ltanh(aVI)- VI
U + V- 2W = vl-1/1 tanh(aVI)

where 1= aVI = a(V-U) [for transistor]
or =a {(2V-U-W)/2) [forSRSj

a = gain
tanh(x) = (e'"-e-x)/(e'+e--')

These equations are included to give some
idea of how a relational law can be defined.
With this approach, the SRS can easily be
modelIed on a computer. The device is non-
linear over a wide range with this law, but
linear over a small range of signal inputs.
Whether or not designers wish to appreciate
the flexibility of the SRS depends on how
skilful they are and, of course, on the cost of
the device. In order to present a unified ap-
proach of relationallogie and relational am-
plification in one objeet, it may be true and
it must be admitted that many extreme ac-
tive circuit funetions eannot be performed
by this device, but the very great advantage

5

of flexibility coupled with symmetry should
not be ignored.
In fact, thesedevices can be scaled upwhen-

ever required and will prove useful at any
seale. Design techniques are very different
and in a sense relational, not functional.
Also, the positive feedback feature makes
for more rather than fewer useful eireuits.
Another oscillator circuit-a relaxation

type-is shown in Fig. 5. This type can bave
an 'amplifier' positively coupled baek to a
shunt capaeitor over any number of stages,
since all stages in the SRS's 'comrnon-ernit-
ter-like' configuration have positive feedback.
The chief strength of the SRS is for cur-

rent roureing, which will be reverted to Iater.
However, the ease with which either os-

eillators or amplifiers can be made is en-
couraging and leads one to speculate on how
active electronics would have tumed out if
active devices had originally had 'in-phase'
outpur and input.

Transformation
A transforrnation that mirrors the behaviour
of the symrnetrical route switch with one
electrode at high impedance is the follow-
ing: v = "in (between the common elee-
trode and the high impedance electrode,
where \I is referred to either the mid-volt-
age of the output electrodes or the voltage
on one of them) and R = Ro(",) is the (vari-
able) resistance ofthe low-impedance (out-
put) electrode and the common electrode.

R = Ro+ (l-av)1//(J + 1/) + av

where \I is again referred to either the mid-
voltage of the output electrodes or the volt-
age on ofthem, ais the gain and u = (av) 100.
The use of a formula like this makes de-

sign work easy. The formula is chosen to have
an almost perfect ramp before cut-off when
theoutput electrode become high impedance:
a changeof state. An expi icitformula can eas-
ily be written irno a computer program, after
which a simulation can be run and new cir-
cuits tried out, The juxtaposition and con-
nection of rnany such circuits ean be simu-
lated. Relational rathertban functional think-
ing can be difficult to get accustomed ro, but
in the phase shift oscillator of Fig. 6 the

6
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ease of operation makes sense. Although
this is a good example of the SRS used func-
tionally, this really does not exploit the spe-
cial properties of the circuit. In Fig. 7, how-
ever, our previous oscillator circuit produces
a much better example of the use of a sym-
metrieal route switch. since the switch is

7

used symmetrically.
However, symmetrical use does involve

a switehing operation in the SRS and is thus
not suitable for most linear circuits, An ex-
ception may be made for someclass D or push-
pull amplifiers. The d.istinction between lin-
ear and non-linear operation is also usually
the distinction between stable use where
small inputs produce small outputs and un-
stable use where a change of state in the de-
vice may occur. Class D amplifiers produce

8
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quasi-linear operation out of extremely non-
linear components. The ramp function of
our SRS combines both modes of opera-
tion-but may the effective slope of the arn-
plification be changed? The best linear use
of any symmetrical route swirch is with acon-
stant current tail of, say, current i, when

Vout = iR = iRo + iaVin

under these conditions of linear use-see
Fig. 8. Connecting a feedback impedance
R I with feedback factor 1/11, we find

so that

In other words, the output resistance and the
effective transconductance are increased;
the gain of the stage increases also and is
usefully a funetion of i, the quiescent CUf-

rent. The factor 1/11 depends linearlyon RI
so that we may replace R1 by another suit-
able SRS 10 obtain a stage with negative
gain. Thus, when more than oneSRS is used-
see Fig. 9-we have the capability of build-
ing an inverting stage: with constant current
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supplies, the linearity can be very good.

Buffer stages
The symmetrical route switch is naturally suit-
able as a bufferstage when it is used linearly-
but, of course, this is not the best use, be-
cause the flexibility of the device is ignored.
For good linearity, a constant-current stage
can be used: the linearity of the SRSs is a
direct function of the quality of the constant
current supply. This fact and the symmetry
ofthe high-impedance inputconnection means
that stages can be paralleled for lower impedance
or be put in series wirb no greai problems as
lang as the input electrode sits at the correct
point with respect to the outpur electrodes.
Even this feature is simpler on the SRS, be-
cause, as lang as the voltage on the inputelec-
trode Liesbetween the voltage of the output
electrodes, the behaviour will be linear at
all times (given that the voltage is 'one side'
of midway).
To reduce the output impedance of a tran-

sistor stage to low values, an ernitter-follower
is used: a circuit with negative feedback
which similarly has non-linearity. The use
of negative feedback is possible for the SRS
when the input voltage is nearer the more neg-
ative 'through' electrode, because the gain
is then negative and a simple impedance is
enough. A diagram of the seri es eonnection
is given in Fig. 10.

10

•

920041 - 20

For the reason just given, a 'switching '
symmetrical route switeh can make an ideal
method forshuntingout largeeurrents. A suir-
able circuit is shown in Fig. 11. Assume
the left-hand side of this to be temporarily
positive: as the current increases, the voll-
age aeross the low resistance increases also
until the knee voltage of diode 0 is reached.
Since the circuit is symmetrical under
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A SYMMETRICAL ROUTE SWlTCH FOR ELECTRONlCS
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some conditions, the same approach will
work foraltemating currentalso: a simple de-
sign for use with rhis case when the compo-
nent values are correctly chosen is shown in
Fig.12.

12
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Routes

The name symmetrical route switch sug-
gests also that they can be used for signal
routeing: a task they are ideally suited for.
Consider the simple arrangement in Fig. 13.

13

920041-26

While electrode B has a voltage between
that of A and C, the signal will actuate load
Z. But when the voltage on electrode B is
above that on A and C, the signal is dissi-
pated in matched load Zd. The advantage is
almost perfeet rnatching. Practical circuits for
AC and OC are given in Fig. 14.
Oesigning a bistable from symmetrieal

route switches in conventional ways is pos-
sible but clumsy; a bistable based on an SRS
on-impedance of 10 Q is shown in Fig. 15.
With 4.5 passive components per active de-
vice, this circuit is not very praetical. The
circuit in Fig. 16, however, is, mainly be-
cause it has greater naturaJ stability.

14
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The symmetrieal route switeh eombines
a non-linear funetion, as required for switch-
ing and for load and power supply pro tec-
tion, with at least two kinds of linear func-
tion: transistor-Iike and symmetrical input
function referred to midpoint, when required.
Thus, two distinct circuir operations are com-
bined in one circuit. Look inside many hi-fi
amplifiers and you will see that until recently
small relays were used for protection on over-
load. The syrnrnetrical route switch corn-
bines this function also, because, although it
is a three-rerrninal device, the control con-
nection (at very high impedance with respect
to the others) controls the output irnpedance,
Hence, one deviee can perform alliogie, lin-
ear action and proteetive switching,

16

The route ahead
Integration of circuits has led to a large pin-
out count on many integrated circuits, fol-
lowed by a partial reduction. Some useful JCs
are three-terrninal deviees, usually unsym-
metrical and polarized, although a few are
symmetricaJ. The symmetricaJ route swirch
is the first three-terminal device capable of
logic and linear action, which can be in-
serted any way into a circuit. The power it
takes is absorbed from thecurrent through the
output irnpedance. •

z
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INDUCTANCE-CAPACITANCE METER

When the value of a capacitor or inductor is measured, it is
imperative that ohmic losses do not affect the result. The
principle of measurement used in the meter presented here
ensures that the influence of ohmic losses is reduced to nil.

BASICALLY, there are two problems in
measuring inductance cr capacitance:

ohmic lasses end frequency-dependence of
the component. The effect of ohmic lasses
has been n ullified in this design. w hile the fre-
quency-dependence is, as usual, negated by
choosing a measurernent frequency that lies
in the range in which the component is to
operate.ln the present design, the frequency
lies in the audio range.
The principle of the design is shown in

Fig. 1. The value of an inductance, LXI is de-
termined by passing a sinusoidal current of
constant amplitude through the inductor
and measuring the resulting voltage across
it. Thevalue ofa capacitance, (XI isdetermined
by applying a constant-amplitude sinusoidal
voltage across the capacitor and assessing
the resulüng current through it by measur-
tng the voltage drop across Re. Ineither case,
that voltage (measured at A) is directly pro-
portional to the ind uctance or capaci tance plus
the loss resistance. How that resistance is re-
moved frorn the measurand (measured quan-
tity) will be discussed later.
We will now consider how the current

through the inductanee, or the voltage across
the eapacitanee, is held constant. The invert-
ing input of the differential amplifier at the
input of the eireuit is fed with a sinusoidal
measurement signal, UE, and the non-in-
verting input with part of the voltage at G,
UA. Sirtee the gain of the amplifier is unity,
the voltage at B is UA-UE. The potential dif-
ference between A and B is UA-(UA-UE),
which is UE.Assuming that UE is a constant-
amplitude sinusoidal voltage. depending on
the setting of switch 52, a constant volta ge
exists across RL or Cx. This causes a constant
currentthrough RLand thusthrough Lx.5ince
a constant current flows through the induc-
tance, or a constant voltage exists across the
capacitance. the loss resistances, RL and Re,
have no effect on the measurement.
Thesignal atG consists oftwocomponents:

a sinusoidal voltage that is in phase with UE
and a sinusoidal voltage that is 90° out 0/
phase with UE (cos UE)' Added together, the
eomponents form a sinusoidal voltage that
is XO out of phase with UE• The components
are separated by synchronous rectification
of thesignal. The rectifier isdriven by a squarc
wa ve (F) tha t is shifted 900 with respect to
sinUE. That means that only the eosine com-
ponent in the signel is reetified: the resulting
mean va1ue is directly proportional to the
inductance or eapacitanee, whereas rectifi-

based on a design by H. Kühne

•

//// //// //// ////

1 kHz

•

TECHNICAL DATA

Measurement frequency
Measurement ranges:
inductance
capacitance

Accuracy (calibrated witb 1% capacitor)
witb moving-coil meter
witb 3.5 digit digital voltmeter

eation of the sine eomponent yields a mean
value of zero.
The various signals encountered in this

proeess are shown in Hg. 2. Figure 2a shows
the situation when a perfect induetance er
eapacitance is being rneasured. Since ideal
eomponents are considered, both the mea-
sured stgnal, UA, and the square-wave volt-
age, UF, driving the rectifier are 90° out of
phase with UE.This means that the rectifier
will switch exactly at the zero crossings of
the measured signal, which results in a volt-
agewhose mean value is direetly proportional
to the measured reactance.
If a resistance is substituted for the in-

2, 20, 200 mH, 2 H
2, 20, 200 nF, 2 J.lF

±( 1.5% of reading + 2% of FSD)
±(1.5% of reading + 1 digit)

ductance or capaeitance-Fig. 2b-the mea-
sured signal will be in phase with UE. The
reetifier then switches exactly at the peaks of
the signal, resultingina mean voltage whose
value is zero.
Although praetical inductors and capaci-

tors have parasitic er stray resistance, the ef-
feet of this is nullified in the synehronous
reetifieation. When a practical inductor or
eapacitor is measured. the phase shift be-
tween the measuring signal, UE,end the mea-
sured signal, UAI will be somewhere between
0° and 90°. This means that the signal is nei-
ther wholly reetified nor redueed to zero:
the resulting mean vaJue will be representa-
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Fig. 1. Principle of the design of the meter.
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Fig. 2. Waveforms associated with the measurement process.
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.,
IC1,IC3 = Tl084
IC4 = 4066
lC5 = LM13700

Fig. 3. The oscillator clrcuit,
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INDUCTANCE·CAPACITANCE METER I
tive of the real induetanee or eapacitance.
Returning to Fig. 1 for amoment, the rec-

tifier is followed by an Re network which
averages the rectified voltage before that is
applied to a meter.

Oscillator
The measurement stgnal, UR- and the square
wave voltage, UF, that drives the rectifier are
generated by a Wien-bridge oscillator, ICIb-
see Pig. 3. The sinusoidal outputof this stage
is converted into a square-wave voltage by
lCSb, an operational transconductance am-
plifier (OTA) connected as comparator. Since
the square-wave and sinusoidal signals are
in phase, the latter is applied to phase shifter
TCtc- The required 90° phase difference be-
tween the two signals is set with PI.
The remainderof the circuit in Fig.3 serves

to stabilize the level of the oscillator output.
To that end, the output, pin 5, of TCSaIs used
as apreset resistance in the feedback loop of
lCIb. That resistance is determined by thecur-
rent entering via the control input, pin 1.
This current, provided by integrator IC3a,
can be used to influence the gain of rCIb and
thus the amplitude 01 the sinusoidal signal.
Its level is in turn determined by the ampli-
tude of the positive halves of the sinusoidal
signal. The negative halves are not passed
by switch 1C4asince that is closed by ICSb
only during the positive halves of the signal.
Regulation is arranged so that the gain of

leIb diminishes when the amplitude increases.
and vice versa. Ultimately, the amplitude
stabilizes around a value of 1.2 V

Measuring circuit
Basically, of course, the rneasuring cireuit in
Fig. 4 is similar to Pig. 1 with the reetifier
and meter omitted.
The differential input amplifier consists

of lCId' Its output current is doubled in lC1a,
since the peak level should be about 15 mA,
which a single TL084 cannot provide. The
design ensures that the level of the voltage
across R17 is identical to that across R16.
Consequently, the currents through these re-
sistors are also iden tical,Observe that olle half
of the current fed to the measuring circuit is
provided by ICld and the other half by IC, •.
Range switch Sj is provided with ascction,

SIC1 that enables the decimal points of a dig-
ital meter module, if used, to be controlled .
Incase 01an LCD rnodule, the pole 015" must
be led with the back-plane (BP) signal or; if
an LED display is used, with a logic high or
low, depending on the type 01 the display.
The various ranges are determined with

the aid of 0.1% resistors. This has two ad-
vantages: calibration of only one range suf-
fiees and the tolerance of the resistors has a
negligible effect on the total accuracy of the
meter (if the tolerance were 1%, the meter
accuracy would deteriorate by at least 1%).
Note that the 1% resistors in parallel with
~, ~7, and ~ can be ignored since their
tolerance is tiny compared with that of the
parallel-connected Iow-value resistors.



TEST & MEASUREMENT

Rectifier and power supply
The remainder of the circuit. that is, rectifier,
meter, power supply and overflow indicator;
is shown in Hg. 5.
The rectifier proper, 1C2d, is preceded by

an amplifier, 1C20 because the output of the
metering circuit at full-scale deflection (FSO)
is only 150 mV (assuming a perfect inductance
or capacitance) and that is not enough to en-
sure a mean voltage of 2 V to the meter. The
rectifier elements are not diodcs, but tWQ

electrcnicswitches, 1C4band 1C4d, that areop-
erated by thesquare-wavesignal instep with
the sinusoidal output of the oscillator. An
inverter based on IC4<:controls 1C4d, so that
IC4b and IC4d are alternately opened and
c1osed. WhenIC'b Isclosed.Kj., amplifiesxl;
when fC4d isclosed,lC2d amplifiesx-l. This
ensures operation in step with the square-
wave signal.
The output of the rectifier is smoothed by

network R2rC7. Because this network can
be loaded only Iightly, the potential across
C, is buffered by IC2, before the signal is ap-
plied to the meter. The meter may be a digi-
tal or an analogue type. The digital type may
be connected directly to buffer IC2a. Series
resistors and protection diodes far a moving
coil meter are provided.
At first glance, an overflow indicatcr may

sG1 superfluous, since the meter, M1 or
DM11 shows immediately if the meter range
is exceeded. That is true enough. but con-
sider that if the meter range is grossly ex-
ceeded, IC2c will clip and the resulting mean
value of the rectified voltage may then fall
under 2 V, that is, in the meter range. The
meter reading then means nothing and this
would not be evident without
the overflow indicator,
The indicator is based on IC3b

(connected as comparator) and
IC3c The output of the rectifier
iscompared by IC3b witha volt-
age set with Ps to a level of 4 V.
If the rectified output exceeds
the set level, buffer capa ci tor
Cg is charged via D3' This re-
sults quickly to the ou tput of IC3c
changing state and Da Iighting.

-------------------------.

R41 1%

1(1(10

DP3

DP2 12

L C

A -------------

'Cl,IC2 = Tl084

920012·14

Fig. 4. The melering circuil proper.
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Construction and
calibration
There should be no particular
difficulties in the construction
01the instnunenti! the PCB shown ~F)----+-+-"j
in Fig. 6 is used. As usual, start
with the lowest-lyi.ng compo-
nents, that is, the wire links.
When the highest protruding
compcnents, thatis,electrolytic
capacitors, IC6 and IC7 and the
mains trans former, have been
fitted, wire up those compo-
nents that are not fitted on the
board.
The low-tolerance resistors

should be soldered direct to the
range switch, 51.Tt is, therefore,
advisabletousea typeofswitch
that has solder eyelets and not Fig. 5, Circuit of the rectifier, power supply, meter and overflow indicator.
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920012 - F
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Fig. 6. Proposed front panel layout (foil Type 920012-F).
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Fig.7. Printed-circuit board for the inductance-capacitance meter - Type 920012.
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PARTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl. R29 ~ 470 k!l
R2, R4, R28, R33 ~ 10 k!l
R3 ~ 100n
R5, RIO, RI2-RI5, R18, R23,
R26 ~ 8.2 k!l

R6 ~ 33 k!l
R7, R31 ~ 27 k!l
R8, R9 ~ 15 k!l
Rll ~ 12 k!l
R16, R17 ~ 30 n
R19 ~ 5.6 kn
R20, R24, R27 ~ 1 MQ
R21, R34 ~ 22 k!l
R22 ~ 1 k!l
R25~15kn
R30 = 2.7 k!l
R32 = 2.2 Mn
R35 ~ 100 kn
R36 ~ 22 Mn
R37 ~ 330n
R38 ~ 100 kn, 0.1%
R39 ~ 10 kn, 0.1%
R40 = 1 k!l, 0.1%
R41 ~ 100 o, 0.1%
R42~ 10 n, 0.1%
R43 = 90.9 n, 0.1%
R44 = 9.09 k!l, 1%
R45 = 90.9 k!l, 1%
R46 = 909 kn. 1%
R47 = 909 n. 0.1%
R48 = 9.09 kn, 0.1%
R49=12kn
R50 = 2.2 k!l
PI = 4.7 k!l preset
P2, P3 = 1 kn preset
P4 = 25 k!l preset
P5 = 47 k!l preset
P6 = 10 k!l preset

Capacitors:
Cl, C2, C7 = 1 ~F
C3-C5 = 10 nF
C6 = 470 nF
C8, CI3-C20 = 100 nF
C9, Cl0 = 470 ~F, 25 V, radial
Cll, C12 = 100 ~F, 16 V, radial
1x180 nF, 1%) for calibrating
2xl00 nF, 1%) meters

Semiconductors:
Dl-D3 = lN4148
D4 = 5 mm lED, yellow
D5-D8 = lN4001
ICHC3 = TL084
IC4 = 4066
IC5 = LM13700
IC6 = 7808
IC7 = 7908

Miscellaneous:
Kl = 2~way terminal block for
PCS mounting, 7.5 mm pitch

K2 = mains panel plug with inte
gral fuse holder and fuse,
100 mA delayed action

K3-K5 = banana sockel
81 = 3-pole, 4-pcsition rotary switch

with solder eyelets
82 = 2-pole change-over switch
83 ~ oouble- pole, double-throw
switch with integral lamp

Trl = mains transformer, 2x12 V,
1.5 VA

MI = 100 ~A moving-coil meter
DMI = 3.5 digit digital voltmetsr,
2V

Heat sinks for IC6 and IC7
PCS 920012
Front panel foi1920012-F
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Fig. 6. Proposed front panel layout (foil Type 920012-F).
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Fig. 7. Printed-circuit board for the inductance-capacitarice meter - Type 920012.
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PARTS LiST

Resistors:
Al, A29 = 470 kQ
A2, A4, A28, A33 = 10kQ
A3=100n
A5, Al0, A12-A15, A18, A23,

A26=8.2 kQ
A6=33 kQ
A7, A31 = 27 kQ
A8, A9 = 15 kQ
All=12kQ
A16, A17.::::30 n
A19 = 5.6 kQ
A20, A24, R27 = 1 Mn
A21, A34 = 22 kQ
A22= 1 kQ
A25= 15kQ
A30 = 2.7 kQ
A32= 2:2 Mn
A35 = 100 kQ'
A36= 22 Mn
A37= 330Q
R38 = 100 kQ, 0.1%
A3~ = 10kQ, 0.1%
A40= 1 kQ,O.l%
A41 = 100 Q, 0.1%
A42 = 1oa 0.10/0
A43 = 90.9 Q, 0.1%
A44 = 9.Q~kQ, 1%
A45' = 90.9 kQ, 1~0
A46 = 909 kQ, 1%
A4j';.= 90~.Q, 0.1,%
A48 = 9.09 kQ, 0.1%
A49=12kQ
A50= 2.2'Rn
Pl = 4.7 kQ preset
P2,F?3 = l.kQ p~~set
P4 = 25 kQ preset
P5 :;:47 k.9pres~t
P6!;;'10 Rn preset

Cal!l1cito~~: si
Cl, C2, C7:::: 111F
"c3-05 = tO nF .
C6'!!:470'nF ''J.
C8, Cl3-020 = 100
C9,*910 =;,,470J.i.!i,25 vt, radi
Cl1, C12::: 100 liF, 16V, r
lxt~O nF.J%) f9r calibrating
2xtQO nFf';l%)meters~' ,Iv

Sel1'li.coQ~lIcto~~:
D1J:D3::::WN414S'- ,
D4:::; 5 mm.LED,Jellovy s:

Ds.e-D8::::;lN4001t ''f'
IC1-IC3 ::::TL084

Igg!~~~~%700 f~
IC6= 7808
10T= 7908

Miscellaneous: z ' "
Kl = 2-way terminal block for

POS mounting, 7.5 mm pitch
K2'b mains panel plug with inte
gral fuse holder and fuse,
lQO m~ delayed action

K3-K5 = banami socket
S1= 3-pole, 4-position rotary switch
with solder eyelets

S2 = 2-pole change-over switch
S3 "7 double-p uble-throw
switch with ral lamp

Trl = mains transformer, 2x12 V.
h5VAt· -, -; ·1

M1 = 100 J.LA moving-coil meter
DM1= 3.5.digit digital voltmet6r,'iv .Nt 1;' ;4 "f'
Heat sinks for IC6 and 107
; POE!'t~200;l;2 t&. ta
Front panel foi1920012-F

I



TEST & MEASVREMENT

one for PCB mounting. It may be possible to
bend these eyelets slightly outwards to give
more space for the resistors,
If a digital meter module is used, da not

farget to wire switch section Sb which con-
trols the decimal points.
In spite of there being six prcsct poten-

tiometers, the calibration of the instrument
is fairly straightforward. Start with setting
a11the presets to the cen tre of their tra vel.
If a moving ccil meter is used, connect a

voltmeter between D and earth. With the in-
strument switched off, zero the moving-coil
meter manually. When a digital meter is fit-
ted, an extemal voltmeter is not required.
Set 52 to position C(apacitor) and leave

the input terminals open. Adjust P4 till the
voltmeter (or internal digital meter) reads O.
This arranges the offset compensation.
Connect two lOOnF in parallel tothe Input

terminals and set the range switch to 200 nF.
The value of these capacitors need not be ac- .
curate, since this test only serves to set the gain
01ICk This is done by adjusting P3 until the
voltageat D is2V Becauseol R27and C7('~ 1s).
this voltage rises only slowly; P3 should.
therefore, be adjusted slowly also. When P3
has been adjusted as required.connect a re-
sistor of 10 kQ in parallel with the 100 nF ca-
paeitors. Then adjust P1 to return the volt-
age at D to 2 V This arranges the phase dil-
ferenee between sinusoidal and square-wave
signals at 90°.
Next, remove the 10 kQ resistor, but not

the capacitors, from the input terminals. Ideally,
P2 should be set with its wiper at the output
of IC2b. This would. however; ereate a posi-
tive feedback loop with a gain of xl: not ex-
aet1ycondi tions for oscillation, but very nearly
so. Jt is, therefore. necessary to eonneet an
oscilloscope to the output of IC2b and adjust

Fig. 8. Inside view 01 meter with top panel removed and rear panel hinged down.

P2 so that oseillation [ust does not set in. If
an oscilloseope is not available. set P2 to
about K of its travel, that is, 750 Q between
wiper and earth.
If apart from an oscilloscope. a function

generator that provides a triangular output
is available, P2 ean be adjusted even more
accurately. To that end, R13 must be unsol-
dered from IC" and a 3-V, 1 kHz triangular
signal applied across it. An oscilloscope con-
nected to the output of IC2b will then show a

square wave-form (beeause of the integrating
action of the capacitors at the input). Adjust
P2 so that this wave-form is <clean', that is,
shows no overshoot.
Conneet two 100 nF, 1%, eapaeitors (if a

moving coil meter is used) or an 180 nF, 1%,
capacitor (il a digital display is used) to the
input terminals and adjust P6 (moving-coil
meter) or P3 ( digital display) until the cor-
rect value Is read. •

MEASUREMENTS ON POWER SUPPLIES
~O\v...~ by our technical staff

How do you know whether your precious laboratory/workshop
power supply unit is still working to specification? How do you
measure the parameters of the psu you have just built or

purchased for fitting into an electronic apparatus and what do you
specifically have to look out for? The answers to these and many

other questions connected with the testing of power
supplies are given in this practice-based article.

THE requirements of a laboratory/work-
shop power supply unit are exacting.

Not only the output voltage and current, but
also the dynarnic and statie internal resistance,
noise, overshoot and thermal stability, to
name but a few, are important. Any elec-
Ironie apparatus is only as good as its power
supply is an adage that remains true.
The extent to which apower supply can

be tested depends primarilyon the available

test equiprnent. Normally, the output volt-
agecan be measured with a simple multimeter.

But even this measurement may be more
complicated than appears at first sight.Irnagine,
for instance, that you have obtained a 6 V
rnains adapterto replace the batteries in a nor-
mally battery-operated apparatus, which is
not only less expensive in the lang run, but
also more sensible from an ecological view-
point. Ta YOUf surprise, when you measure

•

the output voltage, it is 9-11 Y.. The first
question that pops into your mind is: HIs it
safe to connect to the equipment?" Practical
considerations show that there is 00 harrn in
that whatsoever. The explanation forthis state-
ment is that such a simple mains adapter
usually consists of a srnall transfonner, rec-
tifier and reservoir capacitor, nothing more.
For all sorts of reason, small transfonners gen-
eraUy have a fairly high internal resistance-
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Mains (power line) voltages are not listed
in the articles. It is assumed that our readers
know what voltage is standard in their part
of the world.
Readers in countries that use 60 Hz sup-

plies, should note that our circuits are usu-
ally designed for 50 Hz. This will not nor-
mally cause problems, although if the mains
frequency is used for synchronization, same
modificat.ion may be required.
The international letter symbol' U' is used

for voltage instead of the ambiguous 'V'.
The letter V is reserved for 'volts'.

CORRECTIONS
Plant warmer (June 1992)

Resistor Re was omitted from Fig. 2. The
correet diagram is shown below.

Inductance-capacitance meter (March 1992)
The value of Rt6 and R'7 should be 39 0,
not 30 0 as shown in the parts list.

8751 Emulator (March 1992)
The features list in the first column on page
53 should read:
- download, modify, and upload 8751 pro-
grams without having to erase and pro-
gram an 8751.

- put breakpoints in programs.
- display register and memory contents.

ete.

FM tuner - Part 3 (May 1992)
In the PSU parts list on page 54, R301should
be 1500,1%, not 150 kO, 1%.

Video enhaneer (July 1992)
Preset P2 is best adjusted for a signal level
of2 Vpp at the collector of Tj. Output tran-
sistor T3 may run fairly hot: this is normal.
The third paragraph of the text on page

73 should read: The frequeney characteris-
tie of the signal at the base of T 3 is shaped
by P" R6 and C8, and is, therefore, to a cer-
tain extent under the contral of the user (with
P,).

Mark 2 QTC 80/40 loop antenna (July 1992)
The frequeney '3800 kHz' mentioned twiee
under 2. 40-metre band (page 90) should
have read '7300 kHz'.

Audible fluid level indicator (July 1992)
Owing lO a printing error, the diagram in this
article is incorrect. The right diagram is shown
below.

+
lO ... 16V
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Switehboardallows all PRIVATEREADERS
of EJektor Electronics one FREE advertise-
ment of up to 108 characters, including
spaces, commas, numerals, etc., per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate to electronics, in the coupon on this
page; n MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
bcxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not
accept responsibility for any correspondence
or transaction as a result of a free advertise-
ment cr of any inaccuracy in the text of such
an advertisement.

Advertisements will be placed in the order
in which they are recefved.

Elektor Electronics (PubHshing) reserve
the right to refuse advertisernents without
giving reasons or without returning them.

WANTED: Signeties linear LSI data & appli-
eations manual 1985., or article p.9-198.
Phone Frank Cosgrove on (0202) 432 973.

FOR SALE. Tektronix 465 100 MHz portable
scope, calibrated, manuals and probes. Very
good.t295. Phone (0344)27869.

FOR SALE. Atari 520 STFM computer, 1 M
drive, mouse, joystick, manual. t200. Phone
092684279.

WANTED. Helpwith laserPSU, 150 mW, argon
ion; heater OK; tube current and voltage con-
trol. All expenses paid. Write to Mr W. Owen,

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS SEPTEMBER 1992

SWITCHBOARD
59 Scott Crescent. Tayport, Fife, SeoUand.

HELP. Electrohome ECM1311 monitor. Anyone
who hassuecessfully replaced the CRT, please
phone (0543) 491 867.

WANTED. Sindair ZX81 ULA logic chip or
working ZX81. Phone Jon on (0602) 307 140
belween 6 and 7 p.m.

WANTED. Cireuit diagram for TEAC FD-55
disk drive fitted with Apple 2 adapter. Please
write to Stephen Shaw, 21 KanferSt, GreenhilIs
1760, South Afriea.

WANTED. Ouantity of 18-pin RAMs type
numbers5514 HM4334 M58981 6514. Phone
Mark on 081 6938200.

LOAN. Schematic for Ferguson hi-fi system
15 model ML40001 C. Write to R. Barnell, 26
Roseholme Road, Northampton NN1 4TO.

FOR SALE. Intel8-bit embedded controllers
handbook 1991 ed. Contains 8051 data. t15
ono. Phone John on 0920 462 414.

FOR SALE. PC-based disassemblerfor8031/32
produces souree code with labels. t20. Phone
Mark on (0626) 779 987.

FOR SALE. Electronic Components (book)
by D.T. Horn (McGraw-HiIl1992)orexchange
for Elektor Electronics issues 5, 7-8, 10 and
111991 and 11987. WritetoJarkko Laukkanen,
Heleniuksenk 36A 17, SF-05860 Hyvinkaa,
Finland.

Wantto EXPERIMENT with tubes? 20 valves

incl. triodes, pentodes, rectifiers, etc. t15.
Phone (0254) 760 003.

Send this coupon to
Elektor Electrontcs (Publishing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 SV"

England

Block capitals please - one cnaracter 10 each box

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS 09/92

Name and address MUST be given
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Fig.9. Parallel push-pull amplifier.

tirnes the power available from a single
device.
Unfortunately, in the parallel amplifier

the input and output impedances are 00

longer 50 Q, but rather it is 50/n where 11

is the number of devices connected in par-
allel. In the case shown in Fig. 8, there are
four devices to the input and output im-
pedances are 50/4 01' 12.5 Q. An irnped-
anee matehing device must be used to

4-Megabyte printer butter

June 1992
Two points regarding this project.
(1) The input of the buffer is designed to
be Centronics cornpatible. Problems may
occur when this standard is not respected
by the computer or the software. A num-
ber of 'fast' PCs (in particular 386 and
486 based machines) appear to have
printer interfaces derived from the Epson
standard. These interfaces in general da
not wait for the ACKNOWLEDGE signal,
but instead process the BUSY signal.
Handshaking problems that may occur

between these pes and the printer buffer
rnay be solved by combining the BUSY
and ACKNOWLEDGE signals as shown
in the diagram opposite. The result of the
modification is that the printer buffer be-
haves like an Epson-cornpatible periph-
eral device.
(2) An updated version of the contral soft-
ware (in EPROM) is available that en-
ables I-Megabyte (I M x 8 and IM x 9)
SIP/SIM modules with three ICs to be
used in the printer buffer.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS OCTOBER 1992

trans form the lowered impedances to the
50 Q standard for RF systerns. Because
most irnpedance transformation devices
da not have the same wide bandwidth as
the MAR-x devices, there is an obvious
degradation of the bandwidth of the over-
all circuit.
The push-pull configuration is shown

in Fig. 9. In this circuit there are [WO

banks of two MAR-x devices each. The

CORRECTIONS

*1""----
IC17b

*oeelnl

910110·99

BUSY

USING MAR-x SERIES MMlCS

two banks are connected in push-puIl, so
this circuit is correctly called a push-pull
parallel amplifier. This circuit retains gain
and the increase in power level of the par-
allel connection, but improves the second
harmonie distortion that sorne parallel
configurations exhibit. Push-pull arnpli-
fiers inherently reduce even-order har-
mcnic distortion.
The input and outpur transformers (Tt

and T2) for the circuit of Fig. 9 are balun
(BALanced UNbalanced) types, and are
used to provide a 180-degree phase shift
of the signals for the two halves of the arn-
plifier. The balun transformers are typi-
cally wound on ferrite toroidal coil forrns
with #26 AWG or finer wire. Because the
balun transformers are limited in fre-
quency response, this circuit is typically
used in medium wave and shortwave ap-
plications. A common specification for
these transformers is to wind 6 or 7 bifilar
turns on a toroidal form, the turns made of
#28 AWG enameled wire wrapped to-
gether to form a twisted pair of about five
twists to the inch (= 2 twists per cm).
Suitable cores (and a catalog) are avail-
able from Amidon Associates (P.O. Box
956, Torrance, CA 90508, USA).

Conclusion
The MAR-x devices are an extremely
easy way to build RF arnplifiers from fre-
quencies near d.c. to the low microwave
region. They are easy to use, and weil be-
haved. Hobbyists will find them very con-
venient for a wide variety of applications.

•

Inductance-capacitance
meter

March 1992
Terminals 'A' and 'B' should be trans-
posed in the circuit diagram of the meter
circuit proper (Fig. 4 on page 32).

Milli-ohm measurement
adaptor
April 1992
To prevent its contacts buming out,
switch SI must not be opera ted when an
inductive componenl is connected to the
adaptor.
Contrary to wh ar is said under the heading
'Extensions', the reference inputs of the
DYM are connected to the pole of Sib and
ground, while the 'normal' DVM inputs
are connected to the resistor to be mea-
sured.
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one for PCB mounting. It may be possible to
bend these eyelets slightly outwards to give
more space for the resistors,
If a digital meter module is used, da not

farget to wire switch section Sb which con-
trols the decimal points.
In spite of there being six prcsct poten-

tiometers, the calibration of the instrument
is fairly straightforward. Start with setting
a11the presets to the cen tre of their tra vel.
If a moving ccil meter is used, connect a

voltmeter between D and earth. With the in-
strument switched off, zero the moving-coil
meter manually. When a digital meter is fit-
ted, an extemal voltmeter is not required.
Set 52 to position C(apacitor) and leave

the input terminals open. Adjust P4 till the
voltmeter (or internal digital meter) reads O.
This arranges the offset compensation.
Connect two lOOnF in parallel tothe Input

terminals and set the range switch to 200 nF.
The value of these capacitors need not be ac- .
curate, since this test only serves to set the gain
01ICk This is done by adjusting P3 until the
voltageat D is2V Becauseol R27and C7('~ 1s).
this voltage rises only slowly; P3 should.
therefore, be adjusted slowly also. When P3
has been adjusted as required.connect a re-
sistor of 10 kQ in parallel with the 100 nF ca-
paeitors. Then adjust P1 to return the volt-
age at D to 2 V This arranges the phase dil-
ferenee between sinusoidal and square-wave
signals at 90°.
Next, remove the 10 kQ resistor, but not

the capacitors, from the input terminals. Ideally,
P2 should be set with its wiper at the output
of IC2b. This would. however; ereate a posi-
tive feedback loop with a gain of xl: not ex-
aet1ycondi tions for oscillation, but very nearly
so. Jt is, therefore. necessary to eonneet an
oscilloscope to the output of IC2b and adjust

Fig. 8. Inside view 01 meter with top panel removed and rear panel hinged down.

P2 so that oseillation [ust does not set in. If
an oscilloseope is not available. set P2 to
about K of its travel, that is, 750 Q between
wiper and earth.
If apart from an oscilloscope. a function

generator that provides a triangular output
is available, P2 ean be adjusted even more
accurately. To that end, R13 must be unsol-
dered from IC" and a 3-V, 1 kHz triangular
signal applied across it. An oscilloscope con-
nected to the output of IC2b will then show a

square wave-form (beeause of the integrating
action of the capacitors at the input). Adjust
P2 so that this wave-form is <clean', that is,
shows no overshoot.
Conneet two 100 nF, 1%, eapaeitors (if a

moving coil meter is used) or an 180 nF, 1%,
capacitor (il a digital display is used) to the
input terminals and adjust P6 (moving-coil
meter) or P3 ( digital display) until the cor-
rect value Is read. •

MEASUREMENTS ON POWER SUPPLIES
~O\v...~ by our technical staff

How do you know whether your precious laboratory/workshop
power supply unit is still working to specification? How do you
measure the parameters of the psu you have just built or

purchased for fitting into an electronic apparatus and what do you
specifically have to look out for? The answers to these and many

other questions connected with the testing of power
supplies are given in this practice-based article.

THE requirements of a laboratory/work-
shop power supply unit are exacting.

Not only the output voltage and current, but
also the dynarnic and statie internal resistance,
noise, overshoot and thermal stability, to
name but a few, are important. Any elec-
Ironie apparatus is only as good as its power
supply is an adage that remains true.
The extent to which apower supply can

be tested depends primarilyon the available

test equiprnent. Normally, the output volt-
agecan be measured with a simple multimeter.

But even this measurement may be more
complicated than appears at first sight.Irnagine,
for instance, that you have obtained a 6 V
rnains adapterto replace the batteries in a nor-
mally battery-operated apparatus, which is
not only less expensive in the lang run, but
also more sensible from an ecological view-
point. Ta YOUf surprise, when you measure

•

the output voltage, it is 9-11 Y.. The first
question that pops into your mind is: HIs it
safe to connect to the equipment?" Practical
considerations show that there is 00 harrn in
that whatsoever. The explanation forthis state-
ment is that such a simple mains adapter
usually consists of a srnall transfonner, rec-
tifier and reservoir capacitor, nothing more.
For all sorts of reason, small transfonners gen-
eraUy have a fairly high internal resistance-

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MARCH 1992
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Fig. 1. Basie eireuit of a regulated power supply. The quality of the supply is deter-
mined primarily by the regulator seetion.

of the order of a few ohms-and this makes
the output voltage highly dependent on the
output current. In other words, the e.m.f. is
appreciably higherthan the nominal (on-load)
output voltage: if the load is smalI, the out-
put voltage is high.That is why the load volt-
age is normally specified at a certain output
current.
It is, therefore, essential to know how a pa-

rameter, even one as simple as the ourput volt-
age, is rneasured.

Parameters
In contrast to a simple mains adapter, a reg-
ulated power supply is designed to nuUify
theeffeet of different loads on the output volt-
age. In general, tbe more eomplex the de-
sign, the more the supply will approach the
ideal. A perfeet power supply has, irrespee-
live of its application, some basic proper-
lies: it shall in all circumstances provide a
constant output voltage, on which there is
no ripple, noise or other spurious signals,
The following list shows which proper-

lies deterrnine the quality of the supply.

Load voltage: the voltagethat the supply will
provide to a load Qver the nominal range
of output currents.

Electro-motive force: the output voltage
under no-load eonditions; ideally, the
e.m.f. and the load voltage should be

identical.
Nominal output current: lhecurrent that the
supply ean deli ver to the load without be-
eorning overloaded.

Internal resistance: ideally, this should be
o Q, but all values in mQ are good. lt is
sub-divided into:

Statie internaI resistanee: this is discernible
when the input voltage and the load remain
constant with time.

Dynamie interna I resistanee: this is dis-
eemible only when the load ehanges with
time.

Load regulation: this gives a measure of
the fluetuations in the load voltage as the
load eurrent ehanges; it should ideally be
infinitely large. The smaller the intemal
resistance, the better the load regulation.

Line regulation: this should ideally be in-
finitely large. lt is a measure of the effect
changes in the input voltage have on the
nominal output voltage.

Ripple: this should ideally be fully sup-
pressed. When rectification is full-wave
its frequency is twice the mains frequency.
The largerthe regulating factar, the smaller
the ripple at the output.

Noise: ideally, there should not beany. Itorig-
inates primarily in the reference voltage
source and in components in the regula-
tor section,

Overshoot and undershoot: the regulating
process causes small (mV range), short-

, ,--EJI +
U,.

Uoot •e
feedback Uout

Ground

910148·12

Fig. 2. Wiring diagram of a regulated power supply showing how the unit should be
wired up. Note the loeation of the tusets).
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duration deviations from the load volt-
age. Ideally, these should not occur.

Long-term stability: affeeted primarily by
ageing processes in the reference voltage
souree; ideally, the load voltage should not
change with time.

Thermal stability: dependent mainlyon the
quality ofthe voltage reference source; the
load voltage should ideally not vary with
changes in arnbient temperature.

Power dissipation: this should ideally be
small; it is the produet of the voltage drop
across the regulator and the load current
plus lasses in the transformerand rectifier.

Overeurrent proteetion: this becomes ac-
tive when the load current starts to ex-
ceed its nominal value. It is required not
only to guard the load from exeessive
currents under fauIt conditions, but also
10 proteet the power supply from dam-
age.

Short-circuit protection: ideally, the supply
should be able to withstand a short-cir-
cuit indefinitely; the protection is often
combined with overcurrent protection .

Power supply operation
The basic circuit diagram of a regulated
power supply is shown in Fig. l. The input
section consists ofthe mains transfonner, rec-
tifier and filter eapaeitor. The remainder,
regulator, error amplifier and reference volt-
age source, is required for regulating the
load voltage. The entire regulating circuit can
be housed on an integrated chip, such as
those in the 78xx series.
The quality of the power supply depends

primarilyon tbe excellence of the regulat-
ing section. Nevertheless, although the in-
ternal resistanee of the supply, and thus its
load regulation, is highly dependent on the
gain of the errar amplifier, the internal re-
sistance of the transformer, rectifier and
reservoir capacitor also playa role.
If the total (statie) internal resistaneeofthe

input seetion is, say, 2 Q, and the amplifi-
cation of the error amplifier is a = 1000, the
total (stalie) internal resistanee ofthe supply
is 2 rnQ. This ignores, of course, the resis-
tanee of the wiring, the PCB tracks, and so
on. Theamplifieation available for regulation
eonsists oftheopen-Ioop gain and theelosed-
loop gain. The latter eorresponds to the line
regulation (= change in input voltage/result-
ing variation in outpur voltage).
Setting the arnplification very high to re-

duce the internal resistance to an absolute rnin-
imum is not a practical proposition, because,
since the error amplifier and power transis-
tor require a finite time to react to changes,
the build-up or decay transients increase in
proportion to the anaplifieation.
When top quality is required, elose atten-

tion should be paid to the design of the mains
transformer, particularly its (statie) internal
resistanee. Above all, it should be designed
so as to meet its requirements handsomely.
C-type and toroidal cores, because of smaller
stray lasses, generally result in smaller in-
ternal resistances than the conventionallam-
inated cores.
Tbe capacitance of the reservoir capaci-
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tor affeets not only the dynamie internal re-
sistanee, but also the ripple on the load volt-
age.
The thermal stability and noise are deter-

mined primarily by the referenee voltage
source. Three-tennina1 voltage regulators nor-
mally have this source on board, whieh there-
fore gets as hot as the power transistor-not
an ideal situation,
Noise and other spurious signals can 110f-

mally be reduced appreciably by shunting the
voltage souree with a small, foil-type de-
coupling capacitor.
Apart from the quality of the referenee

source itself, the power supplied to it is also
important and should, therefore, be regulated.
It is, of course, essential that apower

supply is wired eorreetly. lf the general dia-
gram in Fig. 2 is followed, and heavy-duty
wire is used, the internal resistance and rip-
ple will be aminimum.
Fuses should, in general, be located in

the +ve input (UK: 'live') line to the mains
transformer. Added security is obtained by
a fuse between the power transistor and the
feedback take-off for the error amplifier (as
shown in dashed lines in Fig. 2). The volt-
age drop aeross the fuse is eompensated by
the regulating proeess. The fuse must be 10-
eated on the peB.

Measurement methods
The most irnportant parameter of apower
supply 1Sits static internal resistance. Fortu-
nately, this can be measured fairly easily
with a multimeter and a suitable load.
Because of the greater aeeuraey of its

read-out, a digital rnultirneter is preferred.
Moreover, the measurement accuracy of a
digital multimeter, even of economy types,
is generally better (error c l% on d.e. ranges)
than that of an analogue meter in the same
priee range.
During eurrent measurements, the voltage

drop across the meter is important: ir should
be small and even with large outpur currents
not exeeed 200 mY. Note that many 3 V,
digit multimeters have no 200 mV range.
For a 12 V, 2 Apower supply, a 6 Q, 24 W

load is needed. This ean, forinstanee, be made
from five 33 Q, 5 W resistors in parallel.
The total resistanee is then 6.6 Q, but that is
more an advantage than disadvantage, be-
eause the load eurrent will then be 1.8 A, a
value that ean be read very accuratelyon most
digital multimeters. Note that the dissipated
heat ean easily burn the surface of a table or
your fingers.
A better load is provided by a so-called

resistor box containing, for instance, 20 or
rnore 0.47 Q, 5 W resistors that ean be in-
tereonnected in various ways. Such a box
(there are several varieties)can providea vari-
able load of0.47-1O Q rated at 3 A. lt is in-
valuable if a number of power supplies are
to be tested.
First, measure the open-circuit output

(electro-motive force-e.m.f.), which is,
say, 12.08 Y. Next, conneet the 6 Q load and
measure the current through it, which is,
say, 1.836 A. Then, measure the voltage

15-0ct-91
14034032 LeCroy

Moin Menu

aeross the load, which is, say, 11.98 Y. The
differenee between the e.m.f. and the load
voltage is thus 10 mY. Sinee the load cur-
rent is 1.836 A, the internal resistance is
IOxl (}-J/1.836 ~ 5.5 mQ, a reasonably good
value.
lf the internal resistance of the multime-

ter is not taken into account during the cur-
rent measurement (when the meter is in se-
ries with the load) a small error results. lf, in
theexamplediscussed, the voltage drop across
the meter was 186 mY (R; = 100 mQ), the
calculated value ofthe internal resistance was
] .5% too large. This errar ean be ignored,
because the toleranee of the load eauses a
larger error (do not forget the increase in re-
sistance eaused by heating).

15-000-91
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CH1 1.2rnV oe
.....JL

CH1 20 mv
CH2 .2 v

910148-18 T/div 20 ms

Fig. 3. Representation 01neise output 01apower supply as seen on an oscilloscope.
Noise can be delined as random-Irequeney signals that extend over a eonsiderable
Irequeney spectrum.

To measure the dynamic internal resis-
tance, and determine noise and ripple, an
osciUoscope is indispensable. The scope, con-
nected across the outpur terminals, is set to
its lowest a.c. range, normally 5 mV per
screen division, and the time base to 10 rns
per division. Both noise, that is, random-
frequency signals extending over a consid-
erable frequeney speetrum, and ripple, the un-
avoidable by-product of reetification, here
with a period of 10 ms, are d.isplayed-see
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. The ripple
will inereaseslightly when a load is connected
to the supply. As longas the peak-to-peak am-
plitudes do not exceed a few mV, all is weil.
Ir, however, on load, the ripple has aperiod
of 10ms and a peak-to-peak arnplitude of sev-

Mein Henv

h /~ h
\V'/

T
CH2 -12 mV OC
....r-L..

CH1 60 mV •
CH2 .2 V •

T/d1v 5 ms

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---

Fig. 4. Representation 01a typical 100 mV ripple on the output 01apower supply as
seen on an oscilloscope.
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Fig. 5. Representation 01 the dynamie behaviour 01 the output voltage 01 apower
supply (upper traee) loaded with the set-up 01Fig. 6. The lower traee shows the drive
(base signal) to Ti-

eral hundred mV, the input voltage to the
regulating section is too small. That means
that either the current rating or the secondary
voltage rating of the mains transformer is
too low. The current rating should be some
1.5x the peak d.c. outputcurrent ofthe supply.
The secondary voltage depends 10 sorne ex-
tent on the design of the regulator and on
the capaci tance of the reservoir capaci tor. For
instance, a rating of 12 V~ for a 12V power
supply is c1early too low and should have been
15 V. It is, however, also possible, provided
the ripple on load is small, to increase the
value of the reservoir capacitor frorn, say,
4700 ~ to I0000 ~.
To ascertain the behaviour of the power

supply with rapidly changing load values,

+
esu

!oJUl
1 ,

910148·13

Fig. 6. Rapidly changing loads may be sim-
ulated by a power transistor and a reet-
angular-wave generator. Such a load en-
ables the dynamie behaviour 01apower
supply to be determined.
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its dynamic internal resistance must be de-
termined and the load voltage observed on
an oscilloscope. Forthis purpose, the rapidly
chan ging load can be sirnulated by the sei-
up shown in Fig. 6. The function generator
should be able to provide reetangular sig-
nals from a low-impedance (<50 Q) output
at a level of not less than 5 V p-p. This en-
sures full drive for Tl which then draws a
current of about 2 A. If a 1arger current is re-
quired, Tl must be replaced by an appropri-
ate darlington power transistor.
lf a function generator is not available, a

rectangular-signal generator can be built
with the aid of the well-known Type 555,
wh ich is ideal for this purpose.
The transistor should be fitted on a small

heat sink, since, in spite of the switching op-
eration, it dissipates 2-4 W when the cur-
rent is 2 A.lfthe power supply is rated above
45 V, ir is advisable to use a sturdier type of
transistor, for instance, the Type 2N3055.
The circuit in Fig. 6 is especially suitable

for drive frequeneies of up to about 2 kHz;
note that I kHz is the typical frequency at
wh ich the dynamic behaviour of apower
supply is usually determined.
With the funetion generator, set to 1kHz,

connected to the power supply via the cir-
cuit in Fig. 6 and an oscilloscope (time base
set to 0.5 InS per division; amplification set
to 10 mV per division) eonneeted across the
load, the screen display should be roughly
as shown in Fig. 5. The uppertrace shows that
the regulator cannot foUow the rapid changes.
When the load is switched on, the load volt-
age initially drops sharply; only when the
power transistor has resumed full drive does
the load voltage return to its nominal value.
The process on switch-off is similar: the reg-
u.lator allows the power transistor to remain
on for just a little too long. The duration of

MEASUREMENTS ON POWER SUPPLIES

the voltage peaks in the upper trace gives an
idea of how fast the regulator works.
The amplitude of the spikes can be reduced

to some extent by a 100 nF capacitor across
the output terrninals or, preferably, directly
across the load.
Apart from the overshoot and undershoot

in Fig. 6, the trace also shows another, much
smaller, variation with time when the load is
constant. That tlny reetangular signal, su-
perimposed on the load voltage, is caused
by the dynamic internal resistance of the
current source. Its magnitude is determined
by reading the value of the reetangular sig-
nal on the oscilJoscope screen (this is, say,
15 mV p-p) and divide this by the current
through the load (measured with the multi-
meter in series with the load). Ta ensure that
the current flows uninterruptedly during the
measurement, the inputofthecircuit in Fig. 6
(Rj) is connected to, say, 5 V d.c. Ifthe load
current is, say, 1.77 A, the dynamic internal
resistance is 15xlQ-3/1.77 = 8.5 mQ.

What quality is required?
Now it has been shown what parameters of
apower supply can be measured, and how,
the question remains "wh at quality should a
power supply have for a given application?"
For a.f. outpur amplifiers, a regulated

power is normally not needed, but in the a.f.
pre-amplifier(s) the suppression of noise
and ripple are of paramount irnportance.
Für small digital circuits, the quality pro-

vided by a three-wire regulator is normaLly
more than adequate. Care should be taken
with 5 V power supplies for complex digital
circuits that contain TLL les (computers,
for instance). Here, the 5 V load voltage
should be set accurately to 5.15 V, since at
lower values, because of the potential drop
across the PCB tracks, the supply to some
TTL ICs may become too low for reliable
operation.
Power supplies for use in a laboratory or

workshop are, as might be expected, the
most demanding as regards noise, ripple,
static/dynamic internal resistance and dy-
namic behaviour. Moreover, they should
have a variable voltagelcurrent output. All
these facilities cost money, of course, and this
cost sbould be considered in relation to the
applications for which the supply is, or rnay
be, needed. •

Useful literature:

Power Electronics Handbookby FF Mazda,
Butterworths (1990), ISBN 0 408 03004 6.

Electronic Instruments and Measurement
Techniques, by F.FMazda,CambridgeUniversity
Press (1987), ISBN 0 521268737.

Design & Build Electronic Power Supplies,
by Irving M. Gottlieb, Tab Books (McGraw-
Hili) (1991), ISBN 0 8306 6540 4.

High-frequency Switching Power Supplies,
by George C. Cbryssis, McGraw-Hill (1989),
ISBN 0 07 0109516



DESIGN IDEAS
The contents of Ihls colurnn are based 80IeIy on information suppled by

Ihe author and do nof Imply practlcalexpertence by EIeIdor EIecttonIc.

Simple timer

by K. R. Kirwan

THE circuit shown below is a simple, yet versatile, timer. lt al-
lows loads drawing up to 5 A, for instance, a low-voltage power

supply, to warm up slowly. With values as shown, the warrn-up
time will be 2 minutes.

1N4148

920028-13

The main element is apower FET, TI. which has an impedance
of only 300 mQ and is capable of sinking or sourcing 5 A if it is fit-
ted on a suitable heat sink.
On switch-on, CI is charged slowly through PI, whereupon TI

begins ta conduct. Wben the FET is fully conducting, the voltage drop
across it is only 600 mY.
If PI and CI are swopped around, the opposite will happen: full

voltage across the load on switch-on, which gradually drops to
zero.
The load can be placed in se ries with either the drain or the

source. A good starting point for further experimentation . . . •

Make light work of
wok cooking

by K.R. Kirwan

MANY people nowadays do a lot of cooking in their wok, usu-
ally on agas or electric stove, but the idea outlined below,

which I have been using for some time and find really good and
portable, is based on light. I have used as a container a large cater-
ing tin of Nescafe, empty of course, with the lamp rnounted in the
top tin, witb another tin cut inro half and a piece of wood insulating
the two tins from the heat bolted together. The electronics are
mounted in the bottom half, which is finished off with another piece
of wood-see first diagram.
In the top tin, which houses the lamp, I bave drilJed 13 holes of

Y, in diameter 1 in down from tbe top and 13 holes of V, in diame-
ter I in up from the bottom of the top tin for ventilation of the lamp.

The centre piece of wood has a hole drilIed in it to pass the heat
resistant cable connecting the electronics to the lamp.
I have used a 650 W Atlas P21l23 projector lamp, left in its orig-

inal base with reflector and adjuster and a triac that controls the
240 V, 50 Hz mains, from 2% to 98% of full power. This arrange-
ment ensures that the wok cooker is fully controllable from just
keeping food warm to stir frying wirhin minutes.

L1 650 WattI~
240 V AC I P1 ,..L,~..['I-,

l~""""'+---_--4----' 100n

Tri1 = T28500
920028 - 11

The lamp holder is mounted on a M3 screwed rod so that the
lamp can be adjusted to centre the focal point on the bottom of the
wok. •
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I
CENTRONICS LINE BOOSTER

Put your printer a little turther away trom the PC, connect
it with a ready-made 5-metre long Centronics cable, and
you may be in tor a surprise. Missing characters and
error beeps all around you. The problem is obvious: not
enough drive power on the Centronics port!

Design by A Rietjens

TODA Y no rc is sold without cne or
more parallel printer ports. lnterest-

ingly, these ports are often referred to as
'Centronics compatible' when in fact they
are simply TfL buffers, whose specifications
certainly da not meet the Centronics stand-
ards as regards signal timing and drive ca-
pacity. Consequently, these 'stripped down'
versions of the Centronics port can be used
with relatively short printercables only. and
often resu1t in erratic behaviour of an other-
wise perfectly operating printer. The circuit
described here overcomes this problem by
boosting the signals on the parallel printer
port, allowing lang cables to be used be-
tween the pe and the printer.

On handshaking
It should be simple, really: only three !ines
arrange the handshaking necessary for uni-
directional data transfer via etght parallel
datalines. The Centrorucs standard further
specifies the use of a couple of printer status
lines, but these should not cause problems
either. To reduce the cost of their products,
most PC and printer manufacturers imple-
ment only one or two of the available printer
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status lines: Paper End, Auto Feed, Printer
Error, Printer Select and Printer mit.

When the PC starts a printer output job,
the BUSY input on its parallel printer port is
usually low, which indicates that the printer
is waiting for data. Next, the PC puts the
data on the eight datalines, DO-D7, and in-
forms the printer that valid data is avai1able
by pulling the STROBE !ine low briefly. To
indicate that it has received the databyte, the
printer responds to the PC by making the
BUSY line high on the negative edge 01 the
STRaßE pulse. Once the printer has pro-
cessed the byte-c-which means that it has
been either printed er stored in a buffer-it
pulls BUSY low agam, and in addition sup-
plies a short pulse on the ACKNLG line to
the rc.

As shown in Fig. 2, the time difference be-
tween the active ACKNLG and the BUSY
signals is specific to the type of printer, and
may differ by a few microseconds. With Cen-
trorucs compatible printers, the ACKNLG
pulse starts on the negative edge 01 the BUSY
pulse, while with Epson compatible printers
it is ended by that time.

Requirements
The Centronics standa.rd specifies that each
dataline and handshaktng line must be indi-

vidually screened in the cable between the
printer port and the printer. Not all 'Cen-
tronics' cables on the market meet this re-
quirement, however, whence the problems
that may occur when an inexpensive cable as
short as, say, 3m is used. The parasitic capa-
citances introduced by such a cable make a
mess of the relatively short control signals,
and the printer either produces error signals,
or garbles the characters. This problem can
be solved by a circuit that meets the follow-
ing requlrements:

data must be held stable for a certain
time;
the length 01 the STROBE signal sup-
plied by the PC must be adapred de-
pending on the length 01 the printer
cable;
the BUSY signal must be ava.ilable suffl-
ciently long for the pe to process;
the ACKNLG signal must be genera ted
at a weU-delined length alter the BUSY
line is deactuated;
none of the other controllines should
be affected.

Circuit description
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is designed to
meet a11of the above requlrements. The com-
puter is connected to Kr, the printer to Kz.
The functional description that follows is
based on the assumption that the PC is run-
rung. and the printer is switched on and 'on
line'.
The negative edge of the first strobe pulse

supplied by the computer triggers mono-
stable ICla. The resultant pulse at the Q out-
put of the monostable causes ICs to latch the
byte available on the datalines, DO-D7. The
output of the latch is connected to the printer
via the printer cable. The Q output of mono-
stable ICta, pin 4, supplies the STRBOUT
pulse, which is a lengthened copy 01 the
STRB (strobe) pulse supplied by the com-
puter. The STRBOUT pulse is Ied to the
printer (via pin 3 of connector K2) as weil as
to the trigger input of a second monostable,
leIb, where is it agam lengthened before it is
combined with the BUSY signal from the
printer in OR gate IC4c. The lengthened
BUSY signal is fed to the respecti ve port line
on the PC. The upshot is that if the printer is
still busy when the monotime of leIb has
lapsed, it can continue to keep the computer
walring. When the monotime of ICIb has
Japsed. and the printer is ready again (i.e.,
the BUSYIN line has returned to low), the
outputof IC4c goes low also, and triggers the
third monostable in the circuit, IC2a. By
generating a short ACKNLG pulse lor the
computer, IC2a closes off the handshaking
protocol for one databyte, and the system is
then ready to process the next one when this
is applied by the pc.



I COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Centronics Une booster.

All other control lines between the pe
and the printer, such as AUTO and ERROR,
are generally uncritical, and connected
straight between the input connector, KI (a
25-way sub-D type), and the output connec-
tor, K2 (a 40-way pin header OI box header).

pacitors. resistors and wire jumpers). Note
that the power supply parts, le3 and C4, are
required only if the unit is powered by an ex-
ternal supply. i.e., not by the printer. Most
printers supply +5 V at input connector
pin 18 or 35. When this voltage is available,
fit jumper JPl or JP2 instead of JP3 on the

Construction
To keep the line booster as smaJl as possible,
the printed circuit board (Fig. 3) is pretty
'crowded'. Start the construction by fitting
the ten wire links on the board. Next, fit the
Je sockets and the passive components (ca-

* ",.p•••u.... ".Tl,..< ..... "0'''_''

Fig. 2. Printers may differ in respect 01 the timing 01 the BUSV/ACKNOWLEDGE handshaking signals.
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Fig. 3. Single-sided printed circuit board for the project.

boerd. The last parts to be fitted before in-
serting the ICs are the dual-gang (stereo)
potentiometer, Pr, and the connectors, Kt
and K2.
The printer is connected via a short

length 0140-way flatcable. one end 01which

is fitted with an IDC socket (to mate with the
pin header on the board), end the other with
an mC-type 36-way Centronics ('blue rib-
bon') connector. The pe is connected to the
booster via an RS232 cable withoutswapped
TxD/RxD wires (pins 2 and 3), while the

CENTRONICS UNE BOOSTER 11I
COMPONENTS LIST

Rl-R5
R6

Resistors:
5 llill
1 8-way 41ill7 SIL array
1 1Dill ün. stereo

potentiometer Pl

öepecrtcrs:
1 lnF
1 2nF2
1 l00pF
1 lOÜf1F 16V radial
4 100nF

Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5·CS

Semiconductors:
2 74HCT123
1 7805
1 74HCT32
1 74HCT574

IC1;IC2
IC3
IC4
ICS

Miscellaneous:
1 25-way sub-D plug tcr
pes mounting
40-way box header
Printed circult board

Kl
K2
910133

booster is connected to the printer via a Cen-
tranks extension cable. The booster should,
of course, be located as elose as possible to
the Pe.
The ACK/BUSY timing 01 the booster is

simple to adjust. Initially, turn Pi fully clock-
wise (maximum resistance). Next, send a
fairIy lang file to YOUf printer. and while the
printing is going on turn Pt anti-clockwise
until you see the first errors appear. Turn Pi
clockwise again until the errors disappear.
This is the best setting of the delay, which
should not be made Iarger than strictIy
necessary to prevent too low a data transfer
speed. •

Inmarsat 10develop global paging
via satellite

Business executives and professionals
on the move will have access to agiobai
satcllitc paging service using pocket-
size receivers, as early as 1994.
Designed LOoperate via the Tnmarsat

satellite system, the pagers will enable
mobile users on land to receive messages
no matter where they are in the world.
This will enable travelling executives,
journalists and couriers to be contacted
by their offices.
Although wide terrestrial paging ser-

vices are available in many countries,
including sorne that involve use of satel-
lites for inter-system connections, the In-
marsat satellite paging service will be
the first global, direct paging service via
sarellire, operating to a single worldwide
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standard. It is designed to provide a
higher degree of penetration into urban
areas than would normally be achieved
by purely Iine-of-sight mobile satellite
services.
Inrnarsat, a 64-nation cooperative,

operates a system of geostatianary satel-
lites to provide global mobile telephone,
ielex , facsimile and data services to ma-
ritime, aeronautical and land mobile
users all over the world.
The decision on paging follows a

series of technical and commercial
studies and experiments over the last
couple of years. This new service is de-
signed to complement existing and
planned terrestrial paging systems by
providing a very wide area of coverage
at affordable prices through the Inmarsat
global satellite network.

The system will provide for conven-
tional tone paging, as weil as alpha-
numeric messages and various forms of
data, to be displayed on a small LCD
screen. A variety of receiver models are
expected to be available-from pocket-
sized stand-alone units, to those inte-
grated into briefcase-sized Inmarsat-C or
-M satcom terminals, and receivers de-
signed for installation on commercial ve-
hicles. With satellite pagers integrated
into their Inmarsat briefease satcoms ter-
minals, subscribers can be paged and ad-
vised to call their offices, even if their
terminals are turned off.
International Maritime Satellite Or-
ganizalion (Inmarsat), 40 Mellon
Street, London NWI 2EQ. Telephone:
(071) 7281000. Fax: (071) 7281044.



Resistors:
5 1kil R1-R5
1 8-way 4kil7 SIL array R6
1 10killin. stereo

potentiometer P1

0 Capacitors:M
(3 1 1nF C1;:;;

1 2nF2 C2
1 100pF C3
1 100llF 16V radial C4
4 100nF C5-C8

Semiconductors:
2 74HCT123 IC1;IC2
1 7805 IC3
1 74HCT32 IC4
1 74HCT574 IC5

Miscellaneous:
1 25-way sub-D plug tor

PCS mounting K1
40-way box header K2
Printed circuit board 910133

Fig. 3. Single-sided printed circuit board for the project.

board. The last parts to be fitted before in-
serting the ICs are the dual-gang (stereo)
potentiometer, P1, and the connectors, K1
andK2.
The printer is connected via a short

length of 40-way flatcable, one end of which

is fitted with an IDC socket (to mate with the
pin header on the board), and the other with
an mC-type 36-way Centronics ('blue rib-
bon') connector. The PC is connected to the
booster via an RS232cable without swapped
TxD/RxD wires (pins 2 and 3), while the

CENTRONICS LINE BOOSTER 11
COMPONENTS LIST

booster is connected to the printer via a Cen-
tronics extension cable. The booster should,
of course, be located as dose as possible to
the Pe.
The ACK/BUSY timing of the booster is

simple to adjust, Initially, turn P1fully clock-
wise (maximum resistance). Next, send a
fairly long file to your printer, and while the
printing is going on turn P1 anti-dockwise
until you see the first errors appear. Turn P1
dockwise again until the errors disappear.
This is the best setting of the delay, which
should not be made larger than strictly
necessary to prevent too low a data transfer
speed. •

Inmarsat to develop global paging
via satellite

Business executives and professionals
on the move will have access to aglobai
satellite paging service using pocket-
size receivers, as early as 1994.
Designed to operate via the Inmarsat

satellite system, the pagers will enable
mobile users on land to receive messages
no matter where they are in the world.
This will enable travelling executives,
journalists and couriers to be contacted
by their offices.
Although wide terrestrial paging ser-

vices are available in many countries,
inc1uding some that involve use of satel-
lites for inter-system connections, the In-
marsat satellite paging service will be
the first global, direct paging service via
satellite, operating to a single worldwide
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standard. It is designed to provide a
higher degree of penetration into urban
areas than would normally be achieved
by purely line-of-sight mobile satellite
services.
Inmarsat, a 64-nation cooperative,

operates a system of geostationary satel-
lites toprovide global mobile telephone,
telex, facsimile and data services to ma-
ritime, aeronautical and land mobile
users all over the wor1d.
The decision on paging follows a

series of technical and commercial
studies and experiments over the last
couple of years. This new service is de-
signed to complement existing and
planned terrestrial paging systems by
providing a very wide area of coverage
at affordable prices through the Inmarsat
global satellite network.

The system will provide for conven-
tional tone paging, as weil as alpha-
numeric messages and various forms of
data, to be displayed on a small LCD
screen. A variety of receiver models are
expected to be available-from pocket-
sized stand-alone units, to those inte-
grated into briefcase-sized Inmarsat-C or
-M satcom terminals, and receivers de-
signed for installation on commercial ve-
hic1es. With satellite pagers integrated
into their Inmarsat briefcase satcoms ter-
minals, subscribers can be paged and ad-
vised to call their offices, even if their
terminals are turned off.
International Maritime Satellite Or-
ganization (Inmarsat), 40 Melton
Street, London NWI 2EQ. Telephone:
(071) 728 1000. Fax: (071) 728 1044.



FM TUNER
PART 1: RF FRONT END, IF AMPLIFIER
AND DEMODULATOR

An FM tuner is described
whose specifications
challenge those of the best
receivers available on the
market. A ready-made
tuner module is used to
prevent problems with
building and adjusting RF
circuitry, and the receiver
is synthesizer controlled
by a BOC32-based
microprocessor circuit.

Design by H. Reelsen

SYNTHESIZER contrcl ofFM receivers is
quire common these days, and even low-

priced tuners affer a lot of technology in this
respect. Whilst the performance and ease of
control of such radios is quite reasonable,
their design is almost invariably based on
many compromises struck up to keep the
price tag attractive. This not only applies to
the design, but also to the materia.ls used:
plastic endosures, a single, low-quality. reB
to hold all the components, simple front ends
that suffer from cross-modulation, end IF
(intermediate frequency) arnplifiers based
on ceramic filters.
Building your own FM tuner allows high

quality components to be used throughout
the design. while the total outlay rernains
within reason. Sirteesynthesizer Ks used in
professional communication receivers are
now available on the component market,
there should be no reason to design a syn-
thesizer with, say, mediocre performance.
The synthesizer used in the present FM tuner
is controlled by a microcontroller from
Intel's MCSSI family. with the program
stored in an EPROM. This allows the tuner
software to be modified. if necessary.

Overview
In centrast to much mass-produced equip-
ment, horne-made electrorucs can be de-
signed to consist of separate modules (i.e.,
PCBs),eaeh with its own funetion. Although
this introduces wiring as a potential prob-
lem, modular construction is a must where
digital and analogue teehnology meet. In the
case of the tuner, it will be obvious that the
digital signals produced in the synthesizer

must not be allowed to enter the sensitive RF
and AF circuits, where they cause inter-
ference.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the build-

ing bloeks that go into the making of the FM
tuner. The RF front end is formed by a high-
quality, ready-made and pre-aligned tuner
Type FD12. The tuning voltage is fumished
by a synthesizer with keypad control. The
microcontroller used in the synthesizer
allows up to 99 preset frequencies to be
stored-more than the maximum number of
stations that would 'fit' in the VHF FM
broadcast band (87 MHz to 108 MHz). A
large, bnght, LED readout indicates the
preset number as well as the station fre-

quency. The FD12 tuner module has a separ-
ate, buffered output for the VCO (voltage-
controlIed oscillator) signal, so that it does
not need to be modified for the connection of
the synthesizer.
The IF (intermediate frequency) amplifier

is marked by excellent high-signal beha-
viour and selectivity. Four high-quality
quartz filters are used in combination with
two amplifier stages.
The limiter and demodulator functions

are combined in a single lei the TDA1576
from Philips Components. Interestingly, this
JC is also found in many high-end FM re-
ceivers, ofwhich some have been designated
"reference receiver' for comparative tests. A

MPx.s1gnal.-. ,~
----, ----, - ~

TOAlm ~. TOA1578

t- 2~fitll!n [> -+ ,-- -LIMITER '·0 STIER~O SnAEO
FDI2 - ~"" z Oemodulator ,_. eecccea
f"'"'..,<t - ....,

"" ""- - -,-

L--;;;-
- --+[> , ,

0000 ..:::::::..-- -
~ 0000 0
=- 0000 -- 0 '..,.,...-0000 0 MODE SELECT A --+Ü

0
_ SELECTB TDAJ810..-

~
-_.

-aav ---~~ --
Fig. 1. Overview of the functional blocks that make up the FM tuner.
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special feature of the present FM tuner is the
automatie tuning of the resonant circuit used
in the demodulator. This ensures very low
distortion.

The stereo decoder is based on another
Philips IC, the TDA1578. A phase correction
filter is used to achieve the highest possible
channel separation coupled with low distor-
tion.
A TDA3810 is used in the AF output

stage. As an option. this Je is capable of
widening the stereo irrtage and turning
mono into pseudo-stereo, Normally, how-
ever. the IC will be used as a straight, high-
quality, AF amplifier only that supplles a
low-impedance output signal.

No adjustments?
Deciding to use high-quality components to
build an FM tuner Is one thing, building and
adjusting RF circuitry quite another if you
lack both experience and suitable test equip-
ment. The FM tuner deseribed here is de-
signed such that adjustment Is reduced to a
minimum, and possible with simple equip-
ment. First and foremost, a reedy-made front
end is used to eliminate all problems many
of you wculd face when frequencies up to
150 Ml-lz or so are involved.
The IF amplifier is a potentially bigger

FM TUNER - PART I
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Block diagram 01 the heart 01 the receiver, the FD12 FM tuner module.
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Fig. 3. Internal diagram 01 the F012 tuner module.
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RADIO AND TELEVISION
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problern. as it is hard to design anything that
does not need to be adjusted in some way.
Even ceramic filters still require additional
tuned circuits to optimize the image rejec-
tion and the pass-band characteristic, These
adjustments normally call for a swept-fre-
queney generator. Furthermore. ceramic fil-
ters are really unsuitable for use in
high-quality receivers.

Although Jour-pole and six-pole L-C fil-
ters with low ripple and constant graup
delay times are a eertain way to achieve good
sound reproduction .. their adjustment re-
quires special RF laboratory equipment and
a lot of knowhow. Although many designers
are enthusiastie about the 6-pole filters pro-
duced by Toko, it should ne noted that these
devices are difficult to obtain in small quan-
tities, and still require Fine tuning. The only
remaining alternative is, therefore, the
quartz filter, which is generally applied in
professional receivers, Quartz filters do not
come cheap, but ensure very high selectivity
and low pass-band ripple, without the need
of adjustrnent (provided they are terrninated
eorrectly). As far as seleetivity is concemed,
the present tuner could make do with two
quartz filters .. provided an L-C filter is used
for the Image rejection. This, however. intro-
duces and adjustment point, which was
found undesirable.
Fortunately, the required image rejection,

selectivity and pass-band characteristics
could be achieved by using two palrs of
quartz filters with an amplifier in between.
This means that the IF amplifier has no tuned
circuits at all, and, thus. no adjustment
potnrs.

Since the distortion of the demodulator
depends mainly on the linearity of the quad-
rature tuned circuit. adjustment is inevitable
at this point (the use of a ceramic resonator
in a high-end design like thls is out of the
question). Here, a two-section L-C filter is
used ta ensure the lowest possible distortion
level. Adjustment of this filter is made easy
by an on-board 1O.7-MHz quartz crysta! os-
cillator which is used as an RF signal gener-
ator. Also, there is the previously mentioned
automatic tuning facility that takes care of
the dernodulator fine tuning. This circuit
also ensures good long-term stability. and
prevents drift caused by temperature
changes. The control autornatically corrects
deviations and tolerances, so that the distor-
tion level remains low even after long
periods of use.

FD12 front end
This FM tuner module was originally de-
signed by Valvo (Philips Components Ger-
many) some ten years ago, and marketed for
hlgh-qualiry receiver concepts such as cable

FM TUNER - PART 1

head-end stations. Later, the production of
the FD12 was taken over by a smaller com-
pany, Restek. The block diagram in Fig. 2
shows that the FD12 has a controlled RF
prestage based on a dual-gate MOSFET and
four tuned circuits with dual varieaps (vari-
able capacitance diodes) Type BB204. The
antenna input is 75-0 unbalanced as custom-
ary on FM tuners. The extensive preampli-
fier and the double balanced mixer give the
tuner very good specifications in regard of
its noise figure and large signal behaviour.
The noise figure is about 4 dB at a voltage
ga in of 40 dB, while the tuner can handle RF
Input levels up to 1 Vrms (in fact, the osci11a-
tor was found to be hardly detuned at an
input voltage of 2 Vnns).
The tuning voltage for the five tuned cir-

cuits is buffered by an internal emitter fol-
lower. To make sure that the full tuning
range can be covered (3.8 V to 27 V at pin 15
of the module), the supply voltage for the
emitter folIower must be about 30 V (pin 14).
The normal supply vo!tage of the FD12 is
20 V (pins 6 and ] 7) at a current consump-
tion of about 26 mA.
The IF signal is filtered at a bandwidth of

300 kHz by a tuned circuit at the output of
the FD12. The IF signal is avai!able at pin 9 of
the module. The optimum termination im-
pedance of the IF output is 330 Q.
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Fig. 5a. Track side copper layout of the pes for the FM tuner.



problern, as it is hard to design anything that
does not need to be adjusted in some way.
Even ceramic filters still require additional
tuned .circuits to optimize the image rejec-
tion and the pass-band characteristic. These
adjustments normally call for a swept-fre-
quency generator. Furthermore. ceramic fil-
ters are really unsuitable for use in
high-quality receivers.
Although four-pole and six-pole L-C fil-

ters with low ripple and constant group
delay times are a certain way to achieve good
sound reproduction, their adjustment re-
quires special RF laboratory equipment and
a lot of knowhow. Although many designers
are enthusiastic about the 6-pole filters pro-
duced by Toko, it should ne noted that these
devices are difficult to obtain in small quan-
tities, and still require fine tuning. The only
remaining alternative is, therefore, the
quartz filter, which is generally applied in
professional receivers. Quartz filters do not
come cheap, but ensure very high selectivity
and low pass-band ripple, without the need
of adjustment (provided they are terminated
correctly). As far as selectivity is concerned,
the present tuner could make do with two
quartz filters, provided an L-C filter is used
for the image rejection. This, however, intro-
duces and adjustment point, which was
found undesirable.
Fortunately, the required image rejection,

selectivity and pass-band characteristics
could be achieved by using two pairs of
quartz filters with an amplifier in between.
This means tha t the IF amplifier has no tuned
circuits at all, and, thus, no adjustment
points.
Since the distortion of the demodulator

depends mainly on the linearity of the quad-
rature tuned circuit, adjustment is inevitable
at this point (the use of a ceramic resonator
in a high-end design like this is out of the
question). Here, a two-section L-C filter is
used to ensure the lowest possible distortion
level. Adjustment of this filter is made easy
by an on-board 10.7-MHz quartz crystal os-
cillator which is used as an RF signal gener-
ator. Also, there is the previously mentioned
automatic tuning facility that takes care of
the demodulator fine tuning. This circuit
also ensures good long-term stability,' and
prevents drift caused by temperature
changes. The control automatically corrects
deviations and tolerances, so that the distor-
tion level remains low even after long
periods of use.

FD12 front end
This FM tuner module was originally de-
signed by Valvo (Philips Components Ger-
many) some ten years ago, and marketed for
high-quality receiverconcepts such as cable

FM TUNER - PARTI

head-end stations. Later, the production of
the FD12 was taken over by a smaller com-
pany, Restek. The block diagram in Fig. 2
shows that the FD12 has a controlled RF
prestage based on a dual-gate MOSFET and
four tuned circuits with dual varicaps (vari-
able capacitance diodes) Type BB204. The
antenna input is 75-Q unbalanced as custom-
ary on FM tuners. The extensive preampli-
fier and the double balanced mixer give the
tuner very good specifications in regard of
its noise figure and large signal behaviour.
The noise figure is about 4 dB at a voltage
gain of 40 dß, while the tuner can handle RF
input levels up to 1 Vrms(in fact, the oscilla-
tor was found to be hardly detuned at an
input voltage of 2 Vrms).
The tuning voltage for the five tuned cir-

cuits is buffered by an interna 1emitter fol-
lower. To make sure that the full tuning
range can be covered (3.8 V to 27 V at pin 15
of the module), the supply voltage for the
emitter folIower must be about 30 V (pin 14).
The normal supply voltage of the FD12 is
20 V (pins 6 and 17) at a current consump-
tion of about 26 ffiA.
The IF signal is filtered at a bandwidth of

300 kHz by a tuned circuit at the output of
the FD12. TheIF signal is available at pin 9 of
the module. The optimum termination im-
pedance of the IF output is 330 Q.
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

Circuit description
The circuit diagram of the RF board is gtven
in Pig. 4. The circuit shown comprises evcry-
thing from the antenna input to the stereo
outputs, and includes a simple regulated
power supply with two output voltages.

IF amplifier
The IF output signal at pin 9 of the FOl2
tuner module is fed to the first IF amplifier,
Tl, a bipolar transistor Type BFT66. The
BFT66 is a low-noise type normally applied
in low-noise antenna amplifiers because of
its excellent linearity and large signal beha-
viour. The output of the previously men-
tioned 10.7-MHz test signal osciUator is
coupled lightly (1.8 pF) to the JF output of
the RF module. The test oscillator is enabled
by fitting jumper 'C'. When the oscillator is
not in use, the IF output signal is hardly
loaded because of the light coupling via C2.

111e output of the first IF amplifier is
matched to the first quartz filter, QF1, a Type
TQF2599 from Toyocom. Like the F012 and
the BFT66, this component was originally
designed for use in cable head-end stations.
QFl is coupled to QF2 via a matehing resis-
tor. R7. Each filter block contains two quartz
crystals.

Transistors T2 and T3 form an amplifier
that serves to compensate the insertion lass

introduced by QFl and QF2. The two stages
are nearly identical, and their input and out-
put impedance is defined accurately by the
rather strang feedback created by emitter re-
sistors R13 and R17. After passing through
the second pair of quartz filters, QF3 and
QF4, the IF signal reaches the

Demodulator
The FM demodulator is based on the
TDA1576 Iimiter / quadrature detector from
Philips Components. This Je also provides a
field strength meter driver. which is essen-
tially a linear to logarithmic converter. This
subcircuit is capable of driving a moving coil
meter, Mi, directly.
In the design of an FM tuner it is Import-

ant that signal limiting (clipping as a result
of overloading) does not occur at any stage
hf'fore the Iimiter proper. This means that
both the front end and the IF amplifier must
have excellent large signal behaviour. The
limiter contained in the TDA 1576 works weil
at smali signal levels already. and, more im-
portantly, entirely symmetrically. This is im-
portant to achieve good AM suppression
(most interference picked up by the antenna
or induced in the receiver will be of the AM
type).
The phase slufting circuit to complement

the quadrature demodulator is formed by
two L-C filters, Ph and F12. Since the tuner is

synthesizer controlled. the AFC circuit con-
tained in the TOA1576 can be used for a dif-
ferent purpose. When Fll is tuned exactly to
10.7 MHz (centre frequency). and when
there is no modulation, the difference volt-
age between pin 8 and pin 9 ofICl is 0 V. The
level and the sign of the difference voltage is
proportional to the deviation from the centre
frequency. Norrnally, this is used to imple-
ment automatie frequency control (AFe) via
the tuning voltage circuit. Here, however, a
synthesizer affords the required frequency
stability, so that an AFC is not required. This
means that a voltage other than 0 V between
pins 8 and 9 indicates that the tuned circuit
of the quadrature demodulator is detuned.
This drift may be caused by ageing, tempera-
ture changes, or simply by an incorrect
centre frequency setfing. In practice, it was
found that dcmcdulator deturung. however
small, causes an increase in distortion from a
very low level (0.05%) to 1 to 2%, which is
unacceptable.
Oparnp JC6 converts the AFC difference

voltage into a tuning voltage for dual vari-
cap 01 (a BB204). This keeps the quadrature
inductor centred at 10.7 MHz. As with al-
most any frequency control system, there are
limits to what can be corrected as far as the
tuning is concerned. This means that the
guadrature inductors. Fh and H2, have to be
adjusted to enable the tunlng system to

~~---------------~
:0
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Fig. Sb. Componentmounting plan.
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FM TUNER· PART 1

COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors: 1 lBOkn R37 1 4~F7 25 V C70
2 330 Rl;R9 2 1 Mn R27;R28 5 IO~F 25 V radial C2B;C43;C50;C5B;
2 15Q R48;R53 1 1Dill preset H P2 C59
5 6Bn R3;RI7;R20;R26; 1 25k!l preset H PI 1 IO~F 63 V radial C17

R75 3 l00!tF 25 V radial C3B;C51 ;C52
3 150n RI3;R22;R74 Capacitors: 1 1OO~F30 V radial C1B
1 270n R41 1 lpFB C2 1 220~F 25 V C67
2 330n R7;A1B 10 10pF C4·C7;Cll·CI4;
2 470n A2;A6 C22;C23 Semiconductors:
2 560n A69;A70 1 33pF C61 1 BB2Q4B Dl
6 lkn A5;RI2;AI6;RI9; 1 56pF C74 1 lN4004 D2

A30;A32 2 l00pF C25;C26 2 BC550 T5;T6
2 lkn2 A46;A47 1 120pF C24 2 BF199 T2;T3
2 lkn5 AB;A76 1 150pF C27 1 BF324 T4
2 lknB A51 ;A52 1 220pF C71 1 BFT68 TI
1 2kn2 A73 1 270pF C62 1 7815 IC5
3 2kn7 A40;A67;A68 1 470pF C34 1 LM317 IC4
1 3kn3 A4 1 560pF C72 1 TDA1576 ICI
2 3kn9 A21;A31 1 680pF C73 1 TDA157BA IC2
2 4kn7 All;A15 1 lnF C33 1 TDA3Bl 0 IC3
7 iokn R25;A33;A62·A65; 2 lnF5 C46;C47 1 TL081 IC6

A79 1 2nF2 C63
1 111ill1% A56 2 3nF3 C44;C45 Inductors:
1 12kn R66 5 4nF7 Cl;C8;C9;C35; 1 lmH LI
3 15kn R24;R49;R50 C64 2 39mH L3;L4
2 16kQ 1% R54;A58 1 10nF C57 1 I~H L2
3 lBkn R61;A77;R78 2 15nF C54;C55
1 20kn 1% R59 1 22nF C56 Miscellaneous:
2 22kn R55;R57 2 33nF C31;C53 2 214KCS·l0115X (Toko) Fll;F12
2 27kn Rl0;A14 4 47nF C3;CI5;CI6;C60 1 1O.7MHzquartz crystal Ql
1 39kn R36 8 100nF CI9;C20;C21 ;C37; 4 10.7MHz quartz crystal
5 47kn R23;R39;R42;R43; C39;C40;C41 ;C68 filterTQF2599 (Toyocom) QF1·QF4

R44 4 220nF C29;C36;C42;C69 FM tuner FD12 TUNI
1 68kn R34 1 330nF C32 Heat-sink SK104/40mm
6 100kn R29;R3B;R45;R60; 4 470nF Cl0;C30;C48;C49 Printed circuit board 920005·1

R71;R72 2 lj..lF solid C65;C66
150kn R35

work. For this, we make use of the on-board
quartz-controlled lO.7-MHz test oscillator,
which can be enabled (for the adjustment
only) by fitring jumper 'C'.
The demodulated MPX (multiplex) sig-

nal ts superimposed on the AFC difference
voltage. It consists of the mono signal (SUfi

of L+R) and everythlng else contained in the
FM baseband spectrurn:

the 19-kHz pilot carrier for the demodu-
lation of the stereo difference signal (L®) and
the control of the mono/ stereo indicator:

the two sidebands of the stereo difference
signal, which is modulated on a (sup-
pressed) 38-kHz carrier:

any special service signals in the base-
band, like RDS at 57 kHz (suppressed car-
rier).

An RDS decoder is readily connected to
ptn 8 of the TDA1576, since this supplies the
full baseband speerrum.

Stereo decoder
The stereo decoder, IC2, is driven from pin 8
of the demodulator via a phase shift com-
pensation network that consists of R.32, L1,
C72-C73, PI and C71. The channel separation
may be optimized by adjusting the preset,
PI. A channel separation of 40 dB is achieved
with PI set to the centre of its travel.
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Preset P2 serves to set the centre fre-
quency of PLL (phase locked loop) for the re-
covery of the 38 kHz subcarrier. When more
than 3 V is applied to the MONO input of the
TDA1578, the decoder switches from stereo
to mono. Similarly, it is possible to control
the mute function of the JC via a switclung
voltage applied to the MUTE terminal of the
board. The mute function affords noise-free
on and off switching of the audio output sig-
nal. It may be controlled manually. by the
synthesizer, or by a signal strength measure-
ment circuit.
The state of the stereo and mute circuits

on board the TDA1578 is indicated by two
LEDs connected to the respective open-col-
lector outputs of the TC

The de-emphasis is implemented in the
feedback networks of the output amplifier,
R49-C44 and Rso-Css. Series resonance tuned
circuits 1.3-C47 and lA-C46 are fitted at out-
puts of the stereo decoder to provide addi-
tional suppression of the 19-kHz pilot signal.

AF output amplifier
The audio output driver Type TDA3810 has
three modes of operation: (1) normal AF am-
plifier; (2) stereo image widening by adding
a 50% inverted version of one channel to the
other; (3) pseudo stereo by applymg fre-
quency-dependent phase shift to a mono sig-

nal and splitting it into two. Mode selection
is effected via inputs' A' and 'B' on the tuner
board.
The TDA3810 will normaUy be used as a

straight amplifier with a noise level specifi-
cation that is to CD player standards. The
other two modes, image widening and
pseudo stereo, are more fanciful, and not rec-
ommended for high-end use. The pseudo
stereo mode. however, may be used occa-
sionally to give an interesting 'touch' to pop
music. Our advice is to try it out and see if
you like the effect. Tf you don't, there is al-
ways the 'straight stereo' mode to return to.

The printed circuit board
Although the construction and adjustment
of the tuner board are discussed in part 3 of
this article, the track side cop per layout and
the component mounting plan are alreedy
given here (see Pig. 5). The board is single-
sided, and easily completed as no 'difficult'
RE construction is involved. The tuner is
mounted vertical1y on solder pins. Note that
the antenna cable is connected to two solder
terminals on the board, i.e, not direct to the
tuner. 0



ADC/DAC AND 1/0 FOR 12C BUS

This article discusses a compact interface that allows PC users to
communicate with 12Ccompatible ICs and circuits. The interface
comprises an 110 port and a combined 8-bit analogue-to-digital and
digital-to-analogue converter. Also, system software is described
that brings life to the 12CPC insertion card described last month.

As promised last month, this article
tackIes the software necessary to con-

tral the rc interface for pes (Ref. 1). This de-
vice driver is basically an extension of the
disk operating system (DOS) implemented
on the pe, and contains all the routines
necessary to write and read rc codes to and
front Ks connected to any rc bus system.
The device driver has been written to com-
ply with the protocols drawn up by Philips
for the rc bus.
Device drivers are used at severallevels

in a PC Examples of device drivers include
'software handles' for the screen, the printer,
the RAM disk, and the keyboard, to mention
but a few. There are basically two types of
device driver: block drivers and character
drivers. Block drivers rue used for media
such as disk drives, while character drivers
are used for the screen. the keyboard and, in
this case, the rc bus. Any device driver is an
extension of the DOS, and is invariably
called via the DOS. According to the DOS
specification, a device driver can contain up
to 17 routines (i.e., not all of these need to be
implemented). They are:

Design by J. Ruffell

0* Driver initialisation
1 Media check
2 Build BIaS parameter block
3 T/Ocontrol read
4* Read
5 Non-destructive read
6 Input status
7 Erase input buffers
8* Write
9* W ri te and verify
10 Output status
11 Erase output buffers
12* I/O control write
13* Open device
14*Close device
15 Removable media
16' Output until busy

The routines marked with an asterisk are im-
plemented in the present rc device driver,
which is written in machine language, and
available on a diskette (along with the source
file) supplied through our Readers Services.
A full description of the operation of the de-
vice driver is beyond the scope of thls article,
and readers interested in the programrning

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Controlled via 12Cbus
4 analogue inputs (256 steps)
1 analogue output (256 steps)

• 8 1/0 lines (bidireetional)
Up to 8 boards on one 12Cbus

• Adjustable ADC/DAC reterenee
voltage

• Complete with MSDOS
eompatible deviee driver

• Source code available in
assembler, Pascal and C .

aspects are advised to prillt the source file for
elose enelysis. Further information on device
drivers for pes, and machine code pro-
gramrrung. may be found in the many books
and other publications that have been writ-
ten on these subjects.
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ADCIDAC AND 110 FOR I'C BUS
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the 12C extension card, which contains an 1/0 port and an 8-bit ADC/DAC.

Installation rnentioned in the datasheets, because a dock
of 7.16 MHz is used instead of the more
usual 8 MHz. Parameter y can take the fol-
lowing values:

assembler as well as in the lugher pro-
gramming languages C and Pascal.

The device driver disk contains the assem-
bled file 12CDRIV.5YS,which may be placed
in the root directory of the PC Next, the
CONFIG.SYS file has to modified by adding
the line

Hardware
0: ffKL ~ 81 kHz
1: ffKL ~ 40 kHz
2: fsa ~9.8 kHz
3: ffKL ~ 1.3 kHz

The circuit diagram 01 the ADC/DAC and
1/0 card for the rc bus Is shown in Fig. l.
The main components in the circuit are the
PCF8574 1/0 port and the PCF8591
ADC/DAC: These rc cornpatible building
blocks prove that interface circuits with rc
control can be kept very simple indeed. The
8-bit l/O port is sirnplicity itself. Its eight
1/0 lines rnay be linked to external digital
devices via connector Klo Add.ress lines AO,
Al and A2 are connected to the positive sup-
ply line via pull-up resistors. Three switches
inDIPswitch blockSi are used to set the pro-
grammable part 01 the l/O address 01 the rc:
The DIP switch alIows up to eight PCF8574s

device ~ 12CDRIV.5YS

You may type two parameters after
'12CDRIV.5YS': B:xxxxand/or Cry, where

The defauJt values for parameters B and C
are 300H and 9.8 kHz respectively.

When the PC is switched on or reset, it
reads the new CONFIG.SYS file, and from
then on recognizes a11routines that support
the rc interface. That is when the real work
can begin.

Useful for your own software experi-
ments, the exarnple programs on the diskette
illustrate the use of the rc driver routines in

xxx is the base address of the rc insertion
card. This address is set to a value between
300H and 3FEH with the aid of DIP switches.

Y is a code that selects the dock frequency,
SCL, used on the rc bus. The available dock
frequencies deviate slightly fram the those
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COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

to be used simultaneously via the I'C bus.
As with all rc devices, the addresses are

partly fixed in the JCs. The two JCs on the
present eard are addressed as follows:

PCF8574: 0100 A2 Al AOR/W
PCF8591: 1001 A2 Al AOR/W

In both cases, the first four bits cannot be
changed by the user. The next three bits can
be set on the DIP switches, and the last bit se-
lects between readlng and writing of data.
Read operations are enabled when R/W is
'1', write operations when RjW is '0'. As re-
gards the device driver routines found on
the diskette, it is assumed that all DIP swit-
ches are closed, which means that the 1/0
port and the ADC/DAC are located at the
address pairs 40w41H and 9Üt;-91H respec-
tively. If other address pairs are set on the
switches, the software requires to be
changed eccordingfy. Given that the
example files have a copious amount of com-
ment, this should not cause problems.
The quasi-bidirectional 1/0 pcrt Type

PCF8574, of which the block diagram is
shown in Fig. 2, has onlyone read/write reg-
ister. Depending on the application, this de-
vice allows its output hnes to be used as
input lines. The output lines have a current
sink and source specification of 25 mA and
0.4 mA respectively. I! a port line is to be
used as an Input. it is first made logic '1'.
Next, the level of the 'output Iine' is read
back to see if it is still at '1'. If not, it is appar-
ently pulled low (i.e.. held at '0') by an exter-
nal device. Thus, the low level supplied by
an extemal device to the port Iine overrides
the previously program.med '1', and is so
recogn.ized by the software. The open-drain
outputs allow this to be done with impunity.
The circuit around the PCF8591

ADC/DAC is far more complex than that
around the 1/0 JC The analogue inputs of
the ADC/DAC are protected .against over-
voJtages by resistor-diodecombinations RIO-
Rn and DI-08. Here, too, the three address
inputs are connected to DIP switches that en-
able the variable part of the address to be set
by the user. The extemaJ voltage reference is
set up Mound precision zener dicde 09, a
TLC43lCLP. Resistors Rl, R16,R17and Pl are
used to set a reference voltage between 2.8 V
and 4.1 V. The user may set the value in this
range required for the desired A-D/D-A
step size. One step corresponds to Uret!2S6.
Capacitors C4 and es serve to suppress noise
on the reference voltage. Jumper ]PI allows
the ADC/DAC to be fed with an external ref-
erence voltage, which may be useful in cer-
tain cases when there is a danger of accurate
measurements being spoilt by noise on the S-
V supply. For most applications, however,
an external reference will not be required.
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the

rc compatible ADC/DAC Because it has
many more possibilities, the PCF8591 is
more complex to control than the PCF8574.
Apart from data bytes, the converter IC re-
quires a control byte to determine a number
01 settings as shown in Fig. 4. The highest
nibble in the control byte determines the COI1-
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ta IINTERRUPT I I LPFllTER ~
I LOGIC I PCF8574

1

2

J
J j I~ f->

1..2- f->
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15 FILTER CONTROl ~ f->SHIFT 1/0

I
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'55
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the PCF857412Ccompatible 110 port.
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Fig. 3. The combined ADC/DACType PCF8591is a fairly complex integrated circuit. An
external voltage reference allows the conversion step slze of the ADCand the DACto be set
as required.

figuration of the analogue inputs (either two
differential inputs, or four ordinary inputs),
and in addition switches the analogue out-
put on and off. The low nibble selects one of
four A-D Inputs. and may be used to enable
the auto-inerement flag.
The third byte. sent to the IC after the ad-

dress byte and the control byte. is stored in
the DAC register. Next, the previously
stored value is converted into an analogue

voltage that appears at output of the DAC
The output voltage increment equals
Uref/256. This means that a value of '00' re-
sults in 0 V at the cutput, and '255' in an out-
put voltage of 255xU",j256.
The reading back of ADC output values

is performed in a slightly different manner.
An A-D conversion eyeIe is started on the
positive-going edge 01 the acknowledge
pulse, which is returned to the master device
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after the converter has been set to 'read'
mode with the aid of a read command. The
IC performs another A-to-D conversion
eyde while it sends the data resulting from
the previous conversion. At the start of the
conversion, the voltage level at the seleeted
input is sampled and subsequently eon-
verted into an 8-bit binary code. Input volt-
ages supplied by a differential Input are
converted into an 8-bit two's complement
code. The resu1t is stored in the data regtstet
of the ADC, from which it can be trans-
mitred. When the auto-increment Elagis ac-
tuated, the next Input is se1ected. In this
mariner, all inputs ere selected in succession.

Construction
The ADC/DAC and 1/0 extension is easy to
build on the printed circuit board of which
the copper side layout and the component
mounting plan are shown in Pig. 6. The 6-
way miniature DIN-style connectors enable
the extension card to be readtly connected to
the rc interface in the PC In principle, only
one of the two mini-DIN sockets needs to be
fitted on the board. The second socket is re-
quired only if further rc boards are to be
connected to form a chain. Jfa number of rc
extensions are fitted into a common enclo-
sure, there is, of coursei no objection against
omitting the connectors, and ustng perma-
nent wiring instead. The +5-V, ground, SCL,
SDA and INT lines of the units are then con-
nected from board to board.
The pinning of connector K1 is such that

it can be linked direct to the 'Measurement
amplifier' described last month (Ref. 2). All
that is required to implement computer con-
trol on this amplifier is a short length of flat
cable to link it to the ADe on the present
board. By studytng the source code of the
testprogram 'ADIO', you will notice that the
combination of the ADe and the measure-
ment amplifier is readily turned into an
autoranging measurement system.
The reference voltage is set to the re-

quired value by adjusting preset PI and
measuring the voltage across Cs with a digi-
tal multimeter. Since the program 'ADIO' on
thediskette is based on a reference voltage of
4.0 V, it is advisable to set this value initially.
Later, other values may be chosen, provided
the relevant statements in the program are
changed accordingly.
That completes the construction and ad-

justment of the rc extension card, which is
then ready to be tested. Testing is done in a
'hands-on' way with the aid of a well-do-
cumented test program, of which a Turbo
Pascal and a C version is available on the dis-
kette. Both versions of the test program cyde
through anumber of routines, induding one
that reads the levels at 1/0port Iines b4 to b7,
and copies these to outputs bO to b3. To run
the test, force port lines b4 to b7 logic high
with the aid of lO-kQ pul1-up resistors. Con-
neet push-buttons that switch to ground to
the same lines. Connect four LEDs between
the bO to b3 output lines and +5 V via 330-fl
series resistors. Run the test program, and
check that one of the LEDs lights when the
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ADcmAC AND 1/0 FOR I'C BUS

MS" lSB

I 01 x I x x I 0 I xix Ixl
L,.J

CQNTROl BYTE

I '-c' "OC_,,", """""00 cnennet ü

01 cnanoet 1
10 cnannetg
11 cnannet S

AUTO!NCREMENT FlAG

(swltched on II 1)

ANAlOGUE INPUT PROGRAMMING

00 Four single ended Inputs

AINO ~~~~~~~ channelOAIN 1 ctianner 1
A1N2 cnaoner 2
A1N3 • cnaoner 3

01 'rnree llifferentlaJ Inputs

AINO ~_ cnannet 0

AINI +-
_ cnannet 1

AIN2 ~ cnanne: 2
AIN3

10 Single eocec and differential mixed

AINO cnaooetc
AINI channell

AIN2 =::t>-- cne-merz
AIN3 -

11 Two crnerenue! inputs

AINO =::t>--+- cnennerc
AINI -

AIN2 =::t>--_ channel ,
AIN3

'---- ANAlOGUE OUTPUT ENABlE FlAG:

(analogue cutpur ecuve if 1)

910131-2 -14

Fig. 4. Bit functions in the contra I byte sent to the PCF8591.

begin (- TestADD.A ~I
Ctrl: -cecccne rolByte 111..
Addte:ls (ADA_Addrl;

(-Load control byte with option' L)
[-Because the R/W bit 1- LSB ADAAddr)
equal:l ze.-o, the PCE'SS91 ente'-:l-the
write-mode. Therefore, the next e eane-
mitted byte ia inte.-preted a:l a
cont.-ol byte, J

l-T.-ansmit control byte. J
(-The next byte~ :lent to the PCFSS9l
would be ec eree in the DAC regl:lter.
But at thi~ point, we switch to
read-mode ... J

eeac (Bu:l, Dummy,Data [0 J ,Data [1 J ,Data [2] ,Data [311; (-I2CDRIV. SYS ncv
qene r at ea a repeated s t.a z t; (:lame
addre:l:l, but with R!W ~ 1) and .-ead~
five AD-conversion bytes from the
PCE'8S91. This is done by using the
channel auto-increment function of
the chip. The fir~t .-ead byte {Dummy)
ia the convertion result code of the
p.-evious cycle! We a.-e not interested
in that sample, so it a e th.-own away. J

write(hus,Ctd) ;
with AD do

write (bu$,Ct.-1 ,AD.Data [Chan3] J; (-I2CDRIV. SY$ genentes a repeated
start condltion; :larne address, but
with R/W ~ ö • 'rnos , the PCE'8591 i:l
in write~made again and expects a
control byte and one 01' mo.-e data-
bytes. All det.abyt es are stored in
the DAC-register, but the analogue
output val tage i5 alwaY:l calculated
from the previou:l DAC-register
ccnt.ent s . J

for Channel:-ChanO to Chan3 da
ShowVoltage (Channel,AD.Data [Channel) 1;

ShowVoltage (4,AD. Data [Chan3]1 ;
end; (~TestADDA *)

Fig. 5.
Pascal.

Extract from the 12C device driver listing. This source code is written in Turbo
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Fig. 6. Track side layout and camponent mounting plan 01 the pes designed for the 12C
extension card. Six-way mini-DIN connectors are used to cannect 12C boards to the 12C
interface fitted in the pe.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
7 10!dl
5 330n

Rl;R4-R9
R2;R3;RI4;
R15;R16
Rl0;R13
R17
PI

4 100n
1 lldl2
1 51<0.multiturn preset

Capacitors:
3 100nF
1 10~F 16V
1 33~F 10V

Cl;C3;C4
C2
C5

Semiconductors:
8 lN4148
1 TL431CLP'
1 PCF8574'
1 PCF8591'

Dl-D8
D9
ICI
IC2

Miscellaneous:
1 16-way header, angled,

with side latches
2 6-way mini-DIN socket for

=ca mounting
2 6-way mini-OIN plug
2m (approx.) 6-wire cable
1 6-way 01P switch
1 Printed circuit board
1 Contral software on disk
(MSDOSI

Kl

K2;K3

SI
910131-2

ESS1671

~Suggested supplier: C-I Electronics, P.O.
Box 22089, 6360 ABNuth, Holland. Fax:
+3145241877.

corresponding push-button is pressed.
The ADC/DAC is tested similarly. The

program reads the voltage levels at the anal-
ogue Inputs 10, 11, I2 and 13, and puts the
level of 13on output 00.
If the circuit passes the above tests, it is

ready for use with your own applications .•

References:
1. "I2C interface for pes", Elektor Elecironics
january 1992.
2. "Measurement amplifier", Elektor Etec-
trcnice [anuary 1992.

Fig. 7. This demonstration set-up shows
how different modules can work with a single
interface. The display driver shown will be
discussed in a future publication.
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~
1s:-tEtote I

Fig. 6. Track si'de layout and cornponent mounting plan of the PCS designed for the 12C
extension card. Six-way mini-DIN connectors are used to connect 12C boards to the 12C
interface filted in the PC.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
7 10kll
5 330n

R1;R4-R9
, R2;R~;R14;
R15;R16
RlO;R13
R17
P1

4 100n
1 1kll2
1 5kll multiturnpreset

Capacitors:
3 100nF
1 10llF 16V
1 331lF10V

C1;C3;C4
C2
C5

Semiconductors:
8 1N4148
1 TL431CLP'
1 PCF8574*
1 PCF8591*

D1-D8
D9
IC1
IC2

Miscellaneous:
1 16-wayheader,angled,

withside latches
2 6-waymini-DINsocket tor

PCBmounting
2 6-waymini-DINplug
2m (approx.)6-wirecable
1 6-wayDIPswitch
1 Printedcircuit board
1 Contralsoftwareon disk

(MSDOS)

K1

K2;K3

S1
910131-2

ESS1671

* Suggestedsupplier:C-I Electronics,P.O.
Box 22089,6360AB Nuth,Holland.Fax;
+3145241877.

corresponding push-button is pressed.
The ADCjDAC is tested similarly. The

program reads the voltage levels at the anal-
ogue inputs 10, I1; 12 and 13, and puts the
level of 13 on output 00.
If the circuit passes the above tests, it is

ready for use with your own applications .•

References:
1. -rc interface for PCs", Elektor Electronics
January 1992.
2. "Measurement amplifier", Elektor Elec-
tronics January 1992.

Fig. 7. This demonstration set-up shows
how different modules can work with a single
interface. The display driver shown will be
discussed in a future publication.
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8751 EMULATOR
This article describes hardware and

software that together torm a
powerful development system tor the
popular 8751 microcontroller trom

Intel.

Design by O. Bailleux

THE microcontroller emulator described
here allows you to develop and debug

8751 application circuits with a minimum of
effort. The emulator is has two main connec-
tions: one to the serial port of a pe, and an-
other to the Ie socket reserved for the 8751 in
the target system. The combination of the
pe, the software that runs on it, and the emu-
lator allows you to

download, modify, and upload 8751
programs;
erase and program a 8751;
put breakpoints in programs;
display regtster and memory contents;
fW1 programs in slngle step mode;
modify the contents of certain registers.

Clearly, this makes the emulator a powernd
and indispensable tool for all of YOllwho, at
a certain stage, are 'confronted' with a 8751
application.

General remarks
This article does not aim at discussing or
even introducing a11the hardware and soft-
ware aspects of the 8751 microcontroUer,
since this Held is covered adequately by the
Microcontroller Handbook: from Intel. As re-
gards practical programming of the 8751, the
'8051/8032 assembler course' published in
this magazine will be very useful to fol1ow
(the 8032, 8051 and 8751 are all devices from
Intel's MCS52 family of microcontrollers).

address bus

L-

Ao AO Ao

Au Au Au

Co co Co
EPROM CPU RAMcx c, C,

00 00 Co

0, 0, 0,

data bus

L-

INPUT/OUTPUT

Fig. 1. Basic structure of a microcontroller system. rcs are available that combine all the
functions shown here.
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None the less, the file READ.:tv1Eon the dis-
kette supplied in relation to the present ernu-
Iator contains some basic inforrnation on the
8751.

Limitations:

• Monochip mode only (internal
program memory, no external
data memory)

• 1/0 bits P3.6 and P3.7 reserved
lor system

• Register 0 banks only

• System software uses 12 stack
locatlons

• Masked interrupts during
breakpoint processing

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

• Real-time 8751 emulator

• Clock frequency: 8 MHz

• All 1/0 ports available

• All interna I interrupt sources
available

• Powered by target circuit

• 9,600 baud seriallink to PC

Breakpoint analysis and
single-step mode

• Internal register and internal
RAM contents displayed and
available for editing

• Symbolic assembler lor 8751

• Full-screen editor wlth error
location lacility

Binary or Intel-hex output liles

• Hard copy 01 lormatted source
program
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the 8751 emulator. Note that so me 01 the ports of the 80C451 are not used.

The 8751 is a microcontroller that inte-
grates:

an 8-bit microprocessor;
a RAM of 128 bytes;
4 8-bit parallell/O ports;
1 serial comrnunication port;
2 programmable timers;
2 external interrupf lines.

The 8-bit (256-byte) addressable range of the
8751 is divided into two parts:

user RAM between OOHand 7FH: this
contains registers ROto R7 (OOHto
07H), and the system stack. A sub-
range of 16addresses is bit-addressable.
contro1 register range between 80H and
FFH: this range can be accessed by di-
reet addressing only, and contains the
1/0ports, the timer control registers,
and a number of other special functions.

Principle of operation
As illustrated by Fig. 1, a microprocessor
system generally consists of microprocessor,

a program memory, a data memory, and
input/output devices. The elements that
form the system are interconnected by an ad-
dress bus, a data bus and a control bus. Since
the 8751 microcontroller works in 'mono-
chip' mode, it has all of the above elements
intemally. On.ly the four S-bit ports can be
accessed by extern al devices. Emulating a
8751thus calls for a device capable of:

running object code from RAMinstead
of ROM-trus is necessary to allow
changes to the program to be made
rapidly;
providing four input/ output ports as
well as the basic hardware environ-
ment of the 8751;
providtng an instruction set that is com-
patible with that of the 8751.

The Type 80C451 meets all these require-
ments beautifully, and is used here to emu-
late a 8751. The pinning of this deviee is
given in Fig. 3.
The emu1ator based on the 80C451 con-

sists basically of:

an EPROMwith a start-up program;
a 32-KByte RAM to hold the system
routines and the user program being
developed;
a memory switching device with two
states:
start state: the EPROM is located at
address OOOH,and the RAM at ad-
dress 8000H
exeeute state: the RAM is at OOOOH
and the EPROM at 8000H;

a TIL compatible (pseudo-RS232) serial
interface for the connection the Pe.

The initialization procedure consists of the
following steps:

1. lnitialization (reset), and start phase.
EPROM-based program executed from ed-
dress OOOOH.

2. A routine in the stert-up EPROM that
sends the system program code frorn the PC
to the ernu1ator RAM. This is done via the
serial link, and with the aid a simplified
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Fig. 3. Pinning of the 80C451 mierocon-
troller (courtesy Signetics).

transfer protoco!.

3. A routine in the start-up EPROM actuates
a (reserved) 1/0 bit, which causes the system
to switch to switch to the 'run' (program ex-
ecution] stage, and in addition generates a
reset.

4. The system program starts at address
OOOOH,it duplicates itself, and runs again
from the upper part of the RAM at 7800H.
From that IDeation, it arranges the comrnuni-
cation with the pe with the aid of a data
transfer routine that allows the pe to

issue a software reset to the microcon-
troll er;
read the emulator RAM;
modify the emulator RAM;
modify the stack pointer;
upload a new user program;
start or continue the execution of a user
prograrn.

5. The program that fWlS on the pe arranges
the contraI of the emulator. Initially, it sends
the user program object code to the emulator
for the purpose of testing. This program will
contain at least one breakpoint, which calls
up a subroutine in the system software that
stops the program execution.

6. The user program is executed until a
breakpoint is encountered. At that location,
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Fig. 4. Internal structure 01 the 80C451 microcontroller.

the system software coples the current con-
tents of the registers and the internal RAM of
the 8751 into a buffer formed by the externaJ
RAM of the emulator, at 7000H. Next, the
remote control subroutine is called.

7. The system softwäre switches to the exter-
nal emulator RAM, and causes the execution
of the user program to continue, until the
next breakpoint is enccuntered. At this
stage, it is not possible to re-initialize the
8751 via the pe, or run a new user program.

8. The contents of the buffer starting at
7000H (wh ich may have been rnodified in
the mean time by the control program) are
reloaded into the internal RAM and the reg-
isters. and the breakpoint routine is ended.
The user program Is continued up to the next
breakpoint.

The key of the system is formed by the
remote contrei routine, which enables the
control softwa.re to modify the user program
and the contents of the registers in the 8751.
This function makes it possfble to set break-
points (temporarily), which are particularly
useful in single-step mode.

Software
The software for the emulator is supplied on
a 5'II-inch 360 KByte MSDOS formatted dis-
kette, and consists of the following files:

DEV.EXE
CONFIG.EMU
SYS8751.C51
SYS8751.A51

programming environment
configuration file
initialization file
source code of initialization
file

READ.ME additional information

The user or the contral program can access
the emulator only while a static or dynamic
breakpoint is being processed. The Iocation
of a breakpoint is determined by the user by
lnserttng it in the source code. The control
pragram calcuJates the corresponding ad-
dress, saves the three bytes of opeode fOW1d
there, and replaces them with an instruction
that calls up the breakpoint handler. After a
number of manipulations, the initial condi-
tions are restered. and we can progress to the
next breakpoint.
Insingle-step mode, the control program,

while executtng the breakpoint routine,
automatically places a dynamic breakpoint
after the next instruction. Ln single-step
mode you can see exactly what happens to
the register contents as the program evolves.
A powerfuJ debugging aid!

Hardware
At the heart of the emulator circuit (Fig. 2) is
the Type SC80C451 rnicrocontroller frorn
Stgnencs, the North-American branch of
Philips Components. Its internal structure is
given in Fig. 4. By taking a close look at the
block diagram, it becomes clear that the
8OC451 is an extended version of the BOC51,
with three additional 1/0ports (which gives
a total of six), and four additional 1/0 con-
trollines.
The 80C451 has no internal ROM, and fel-

ches its instructions from an external ROM
er EPROM. The microcontroller offers
128 bytes of RAM, and the DIP version used
here has no fewer than six 8-bit ports and one
4-bit port. The 80C451 is capable of address-
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Fig. 5. Track layouts (component side and solder side) and component overlay 01 the double-sided, through-plated printed circuit board.
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COMPONENTS LIST

8751 EMULATOR

Resistors:
1 1500 Al
3 10kQ A2;A4;R5 '~-I: ", ,.- -
1 lOOkQ A3

_e, .-.
..... "'7

Capacitors:
9 100nF Cl-C9
7 10llF 16V radial Cl0;C13-C18
2 27pF Cll;C12

Semiconductors:
1 lN4148 01
1 74HCT86 ICl
1 SCBOC451 CCN64

(Signetics) IC2
1 74HC373 IC3
1 27C64 (ESS605l) 1C4
1 62256 IC5
1 74HCTOa IC6
1 74HCT32 IC7
1 MAX232 (Maxim) tca
1 4013 IC9

Miscellaneous:
1 9-way female sub-D

connectar of pes mounting K1
push-button n.o. 81
8MHzquartzcrystal X1
64-pin strip 10make le socket
40-way rc socket with
turned pins

2 40-way IDG style DIP header
1 length of 40-way flatcable
1 enclosure; approx. dimensions:

92x146x28mm.
printed circuit board
contral program on disk

Ha

920019
ESS6051

ing 64 Kbytes of ROM, and an equal amount
of RAM. The eurrent consumption of the de-
vice is only about 24 mA at a supply voltage
of 5 V and a dock frequency of 12 MHz,
3 mA in stand-by mode, end about 50 ~A in
the power-down ('sleep') mode.
The mask-programmable ROM versinn

of the SOC451, the SCS3C451, has 4 KBytes of
ROM. Both the 80C451 and the SC83C451
have two 16-bit tirners/ counters. Their inter-
rupt strueture allows two priority levels to
be implemented.

The presence of a serial 1/0 port in the
80C451 allows a UART (universal asyn-
ehronous receiver /transrrutter) with true
duplex operation to be realized quite easily.
Alternahvely, the serial 1/0 port may be
used to extend the functionsof the 1/0 Iines,
or to set up an inter-processor ccmmunica-
tion systcm.
The srand-by and the power-down

modes can be entered via software. In stand-
by mode, the CPU proper is haI ted, while the
RAM, the rirners, the serial port and the in-
terrupt system continue to function. In the
power-down mode. the clock oscillator is
dfsabled. which causes all functions to be
switched off, but the RAM contents to be re-
tained.
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Construction
The availabiIity of a ready-made. through-
plated printed circuit board (Fig. 5) makes
the construction of the 8751 emulator rela-
tively simple. A number of passive compo-
nents are fitted upright. Due attention
should be paid to the orientation of the ICs
on the board, since they are not a11mounted
with the same dlrection. Naturally, the same
goes for the orientation of the electrolytic ca-
pacitors and the diode.

The push-buttcn, SI, may be fitted on to
the enclosure, and is connected to the appro-
priate pins on the board.
The SC80C451 is best litted into a socket

made from two 32-pin strips. The RAM and
the EPROM are also fitted in TCsockets.
SOCKET! is best made from a good

quality 40-pin JC socket. The connection to
the 8751 socket in the target system is then
readily made via a short length of flatcable
fitted with a 40-way lDC-style DIP header at
either end. Unfortunately, the pins of these
DIP headers are pretty fragile, so take care
not to break orte, or the whole header is use-
less.

The completed printed circuit board is
built into a suitable enclosure. A slot is cut in
one of the sides to allow the 40-way flatcable
to pass.

Practical use
Irutially. the application (target) circuit and
the PC are switched off. Note that the emula-
tor is normally powered by the target circuit.
Connect COM1: or COM2: of the PC to the
emulator via an RS232 cable (the serial port
selection is made in the file CONFIG.EMU as
discussed below).

Do not connect the application circuit as
yet. Connect a 5-V supply to the emulator.

The + goes to pin 40 (+), and the - to pins 9
and pin 20 of the DIL socket on the emulator
board. Next, run the program DEV.EXE on
the PC, and check that the error message
"Emulator not connected -- PRESS ANY
KEY TO CONTlNUE" does not appear.

At this stage, it should be possible to
emulate the example program (see the syn-
tax requirernents mentioned in READ.ME),
without the need of inserting the DIP plug
into the 8751 socket in the target system. If
this works, remove the temporary 5-V sup-
ply connections, and plug the 40-way DIP
header into the socket on the emulator
board. Insert the DIP header at the other end
of the cable into the 8751 socket on your tar-
get system board. Power up the application
before switching on the PC

Programs may be edited and assembled
even when the emulator is not connected or
powered. The coniiguration file, CON-
FIG.EMU, contains only two characters. The
first is an M (for the monochrome Hercules
video adapter) or a C (for the coIour video
adapters CGA, EGA and VGA). The second
character selects the serial port, and is either
a l forCOM1:, or a 2 forCOM2:.lf necessary,
edit the configuration file ustng any ASCII
compatible word processor. On the disk sup-
plied through the Readers Services, the con-
figuration is set to eolour and COM1:.
The main program, DEV.EXE, is menu-

driven, and uses the arrow keys to make se-
lections. If you have the emulator powered
up and connected to the target system at this
stage, press switch Si before running
DEV.EXE.

Pinally, READ.ME contains more infcr-
mation on the operation of the serial data
link between the pe and the emulator. •
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Fig. 5. Track layouts (component side and solder side) and component overlay of the double-sided, through-plated printed circuit board.
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Mains (power line) voltages are not listed
in the articles. It is assumed that our readers
know what voltage is standard in their part
of the world.
Readers in countries that use 60 Hz sup-

plies, should note that our circuits are usu-
ally designed for 50 Hz. This will not nor-
mally cause problems, although if the mains
frequency is used for synchronization, same
modificat.ion may be required.
The international letter symbol' U' is used

for voltage instead of the ambiguous 'V'.
The letter V is reserved for 'volts'.

CORRECTIONS
Plant warmer (June 1992)

Resistor Re was omitted from Fig. 2. The
correet diagram is shown below.

Inductance-capacitance meter (March 1992)
The value of Rt6 and R'7 should be 39 0,
not 30 0 as shown in the parts list.

8751 Emulator (March 1992)
The features list in the first column on page
53 should read:
- download, modify, and upload 8751 pro-
grams without having to erase and pro-
gram an 8751.

- put breakpoints in programs.
- display register and memory contents.

ete.

FM tuner - Part 3 (May 1992)
In the PSU parts list on page 54, R301should
be 1500,1%, not 150 kO, 1%.

Video enhaneer (July 1992)
Preset P2 is best adjusted for a signal level
of2 Vpp at the collector of Tj. Output tran-
sistor T3 may run fairly hot: this is normal.
The third paragraph of the text on page

73 should read: The frequeney characteris-
tie of the signal at the base of T 3 is shaped
by P" R6 and C8, and is, therefore, to a cer-
tain extent under the contral of the user (with
P,).

Mark 2 QTC 80/40 loop antenna (July 1992)
The frequeney '3800 kHz' mentioned twiee
under 2. 40-metre band (page 90) should
have read '7300 kHz'.

Audible fluid level indicator (July 1992)
Owing lO a printing error, the diagram in this
article is incorrect. The right diagram is shown
below.

+
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Switehboardallows all PRIVATEREADERS
of EJektor Electronics one FREE advertise-
ment of up to 108 characters, including
spaces, commas, numerals, etc., per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate to electronics, in the coupon on this
page; n MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
bcxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not
accept responsibility for any correspondence
or transaction as a result of a free advertise-
ment cr of any inaccuracy in the text of such
an advertisement.

Advertisements will be placed in the order
in which they are recefved.

Elektor Electronics (PubHshing) reserve
the right to refuse advertisernents without
giving reasons or without returning them.

WANTED: Signeties linear LSI data & appli-
eations manual 1985., or article p.9-198.
Phone Frank Cosgrove on (0202) 432 973.

FOR SALE. Tektronix 465 100 MHz portable
scope, calibrated, manuals and probes. Very
good.t295. Phone (0344)27869.

FOR SALE. Atari 520 STFM computer, 1 M
drive, mouse, joystick, manual. t200. Phone
092684279.

WANTED. Helpwith laserPSU, 150 mW, argon
ion; heater OK; tube current and voltage con-
trol. All expenses paid. Write to Mr W. Owen,
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SWITCHBOARD
59 Scott Crescent. Tayport, Fife, SeoUand.

HELP. Electrohome ECM1311 monitor. Anyone
who hassuecessfully replaced the CRT, please
phone (0543) 491 867.

WANTED. Sindair ZX81 ULA logic chip or
working ZX81. Phone Jon on (0602) 307 140
belween 6 and 7 p.m.

WANTED. Cireuit diagram for TEAC FD-55
disk drive fitted with Apple 2 adapter. Please
write to Stephen Shaw, 21 KanferSt, GreenhilIs
1760, South Afriea.

WANTED. Ouantity of 18-pin RAMs type
numbers5514 HM4334 M58981 6514. Phone
Mark on 081 6938200.

LOAN. Schematic for Ferguson hi-fi system
15 model ML40001 C. Write to R. Barnell, 26
Roseholme Road, Northampton NN1 4TO.

FOR SALE. Intel8-bit embedded controllers
handbook 1991 ed. Contains 8051 data. t15
ono. Phone John on 0920 462 414.

FOR SALE. PC-based disassemblerfor8031/32
produces souree code with labels. t20. Phone
Mark on (0626) 779 987.

FOR SALE. Electronic Components (book)
by D.T. Horn (McGraw-HiIl1992)orexchange
for Elektor Electronics issues 5, 7-8, 10 and
111991 and 11987. WritetoJarkko Laukkanen,
Heleniuksenk 36A 17, SF-05860 Hyvinkaa,
Finland.

Wantto EXPERIMENT with tubes? 20 valves

incl. triodes, pentodes, rectifiers, etc. t15.
Phone (0254) 760 003.

Send this coupon to
Elektor Electrontcs (Publishing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 SV"

England

Block capitals please - one cnaracter 10 each box
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Name and address MUST be given
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Fig. 25. Manual control: connections of the
three switches to the mini-OIN plug inserted
into the 12Ccontrol input.

with two to four projectors, where the
slides are distributed over the projectors.
Switch 56 serves to set the dissolve (fade
out/fade in) time. Pressing it once causes a
LEDbar to appear on all four lamp indica-
tors. The LED bar indication is propor-
tional to the dissolve time. The 'fcrward'
and 'reverse' button then serve to increase
and decrease the dissolve time respec-
tively, in steps of one second. The LED bar
will change accordingly. Pressing S4 again
takes you back to the projector eontrol
mode.
Provision has been made for the projec-

tor illumination areas (cn the screen) to be
matched. All four prcjectors light when
the 'forward' or 'reverse' button is pressed
when the unit is switched on. This allows
you to position the projectors such that
their light beams overlap exactly on the
screen. This mode Is left by pressing the
'forward' or 'reverse' button aga in, where-
upon the system can be used as described
above.

DIGITAL AUmOlVlSUAL SYSTEM - 2

Fig. 26. The side panel of the Aetex enclosure has holes for the mains adaptor plug, the
switches and the potentiometer.

The case

If everything works to your satisfaction,
the dissolve unit may be fitted into its en-
closure. Self-adhesive foils are available
for the front as weil as the rear panel of the
Retex enclosure. The rear panel layout Is
shown reduced in Fig. 21. These foils grve
the unit a professional and attractive fin-
ish. There is one point to note about the
rear panel and the rear panel foil: in some
cases, the hole for the mini-DIN plug may
have to be made larger than indicated by
the drilling template. This is necessary be-
cause the plug body has to touch the
socket to make proper contact.

The right-hand side panel of the Retex
case is driIIed and filed to allow 51, 52, S3
and PI to be opera ted. Also note the hole
required to insert the mains adaptor plug
(see Fig. 26). The voltage regulator is
bolted on to the rear panel. lf you use an-
other enclosure than the one we recorn-
mend, remember that the metal part of
TC16 and the sides of the 12Cplugs are con-
nected to ground. To prevent a short cir-
cuit with the alternating voItage, the
mains adaptor input socket must be an in-
sulated type if it is fitted on the same panel
as the regulator. 0

8751 Emulator
March 1992, p. 53.
(Corrections; component infcrmation)
While in emulation mode, the regtster eon-
tents are displayed with an offset of one
vertical Iine from the associated register
designations. This error occurs on early re-
leases of the system software, item ES5
1741, and is caused by one superfluous
'spece' charaeter in the DEV.EXEprogram.
This 'space' (20H) should be changed into
a 'line feed' (OAH). First, make a backup
copy of your original diskette. Next, use a
hex editor to change the byte at address
offset DEODH from 20H into OAH. Using
the hex editor of PCTooIs V6, for instance,
this byte is found in relative sector 111
(decimall), at offset ODH.
Pins 52, 53 and 54 of the SC80C451

must be connected to ground to give
proper access to (simulated) Port O.For no
apparent reason, this is not indicated in
the Signetics datasheets. Port 0 is actually
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COf:lRECTIONS
AND

UPDATES

simulated by Port 6 of the SC80C451. For
further inforrnation on this compatibility
problern with generic 8051 assembler files,
consult the SC80C451 (Signencs) or
8xC451 (Intel) datasheets.
In addition to your local 5ignetics

(Philips Semiconductors) distributors, two
suggested suppliers of the controller Type
SC80C45ICCN64 OIe:

(1) Macro Marketing Ltd., Burnham
Lane, Slough SLl 6LN. Telephone (0628)
604383.
(2) C-I Electronics, P.D. Box 22089, 6360

AB Nuth, Holland. Fax: +31 45241877.

GAL programmer
May 1992, p. 55.
(Update)
The transistors Type BC369 in positions T6
and T7 are apparently difficult to obtain,
and may be replaced by BC640s.
The most recent version of the software

is V. 6.53dt, June 1992. The README file
contains an update note on problems with
the programming of certain GAL makes,
as weil as a suggestion to make GALs with
a damaged electronic signature (type iden-
tifier) useable again.

8051 Single board
computer
Oe tob er 1992. p. 40.
(Update)
Since the publieation of this arttele. we
have been advised that the telephone
number of Suncoast Technologies is +1
(904)596-7599.



A 555-BASED RAMP GENERATOR

WHILST developing a simple scanning
reeeiver, a need occurred for a ramp

generator to provide a varying voltage to
apply to the varicap diodes fitted to the vari-
able frequency oscillator (VCO). Referring to
various literature suggested that a unijunc-
tion transistor (UJT) could be used to pro-
duce a reasonable 'sawtooth' waveform that
would da the job. The circuit found provided
a ramp upwards from about 112Vcconly, and
in this case did not provide a sufficient range
of voltage (and, therefore, sean) on the re-
ceiver. Since al l the urr circuit was doing
was allowing a capacitor to charge/ dis-
charge (and was, therefore, not linear any-
way), thoughts tumed to other methods,
hopefully eheaper and more flexible.
The ubiquitous 555 integrated circuit was

chosen and put to work in a circuit based on
an early application note (1976!). This circuit
provided a linear charge/time graph, but
allowed an output voltage swing between
l;JVccand ~V[c only. Once again this proved
insufficient for the required scan range.
Thinking ofways to extend this led to the de-
sign shown in Fig. 1. The 555 is connected as
an astable with a mark/space ratio of 2:1
(unfortunately 1:1 can not be achieved with-
out additional external components) The Ire-
quency of operation can be selected by the

by R.G. Evans
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user, but in this instance is about 0.1 Hz.
The output on pin 3 is capable of sourong

or sinking 200 mA, and switches nearly to
the supply rails under no-load conditions.
This aJternating high and low voltage is used
to charge and discharge a relatively large
electrolytic capacitor via a lO-kQ resistor.
The result is a conversion of the rectangular
output wave of the 555 into a waveform de-
scribed by an e--function. By careful choice of
the resistor and capacitor values, voltage

910142 - 11

swings almost between the supply rails can
be obtained.
The 555-based circuit was found to pro-

vide the required voltage for the varicaps in
the scanner. All this for less than the price of
a suitable unijunction transistor. I hope
many of you will find a use for this handy
little circuit. It certainJy solved my problems
with the scenntng receiver. •

GHz surface-mount mixer
Avaruek Inc. has introduced the indus-
try's first high-performance, high-fre-
quency broadband double-balanced
mixer in a true low-profile surface-
mount package. This means that a rnicro-
wave system engineer can now
effectively replace rnixers in connec-
torized packages (typical dimensions of
O.6xO.8 inches)) with a surface-mount
component. This mixer is one of the last
critical microwave components to
becorne available in a surface-rnounr
package, a major breakthrough in the
miniaturization of microwave circuitry.
The PPM-1852L is a double-balanced

mixer spanning the frequency range of 5
to 18 G Hz on the RF and LO ports, with
the DC-coupled lF port covering DC to
I GHz. Tbe LO power requirement is
+10 dBm. Maximum conversion loss is
8 dB, conversion loss VS. frequency is
flat to within ±2 dß , and the VSWRs at
the LO and RF ports are 3.5: land 2.5: I,
worst case in the band. This mixer fea-
tures typical unit-to-unit phase match
within 5°, and amplitude match within
0.5 dB. The minimum and maximum

specifications are guaranteed over the -
55°C to +85°C iemperature range.

Datasheets and additional inforrna-
tion on this new device are available
through
Avantek Inc., MlS M82, 481 Cotton-
wood Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035, USA.
Telephone: (408) 943-3038. In Europe,
call Avantek's UK offices at (0276)
685753.

Computer-assisted electronic logic
training programme

LOGle is the English-language version
of a softwäre package from Fitec
(France) aimed at perfecting and evalua-
ting YOUf skills in working with logic
electronic circuits. The courseware,
which consists of a training manual and
software for the IBM PC, enables you to
master the basic principles behind a wide
variety of logic circuits, and check YOUf
progress as the various subjects are
presented. Each secnon of the train-
yourself course is based on three mo-
dules: (I) lesson on theory; (2)
explanatory examples taken from every-
day applications; (3) tests to check your
knowledge. The pro gram that runs on the
PC supports the material presented in the
training manual, and comes on three
3112-inch diskettes. Among the subjects
tackled du ring the course are decimal
and hexadecimal encoding, flip-flops,
adders and subtractors, rnultiplexers and
dernultiplexers, counters and registers.
Filec, 52-54 Avenue du 8 mai 1945,
F.95200 Sarcelles, France. Telephone:
+33 39 923290. Fax: +33 39 921764.
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